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A£chtY9 H1stOrico Espe.fpl. Coleecion de documentos 1n8ditos para la
historia de Espana y de sus Irdias publicados par Is. Aoadend.a de
estudios histOrico-soeiales deifalladolid. Volume 1, ff. i'!l'adrid,
1928, ff.

£'af

Brown, Ra.wd.on, am Bent1nck, G. CaveMish. C4en.c1ar of state Papers
a.nd; I'lapuscppts fuU.a!4J1g to English Affairs Ex1st;Wg Y! the A!:ChiYes
and Qgll~etioM of .y~oe. ~ in Q!;her Libraries of NqrtJ:lem
Volume '1: 1558-1589. London, 1890.

.taJ,y.

QQOOIN

Coleogion de stgoumentos ~tos
Madrid, 1843-95.

ms. 1&

b1stor1a de Espaija. ll2

Volumes.

g:

.Qgl'lC1l:1ym t;r±den!:!n,um: D1srJ,orum. Actorum. Epis!\9~. I£acta:~uum nova
QoUeeSW. &:lidit Societatis Goerresiana promoverdis inter Germanos
Ca.tholicos llttararum St.udiis. 13 Volumes. Freiburg, 1901, ff.

~

l1Pnummta Sgc;i.e~tis Jew a pak1bus eiusdem Sog1etatis ed1ta.
Volume I, ff. Madrid, 1894, ff.. still in progress.

Susta Susta' J. Pie rOmisebeo!:ur1Et ygi das I\onz:ll von 'Mont unter nus 4,Y.
4 Volumes. Vienna, 19 14.

'l'ho consent of Pb1l1.p II of Spain (1.556-98) was dec1s1ve for the final

eonvocation of the Council of Trent. in 1;62-1;63.

1he in1ti&t.1ve aM gui.d1ng

force for the Council came. of' course, from Rome; but the Span1sh intervention,
whUe providing needed help, also occasioned nwvcl1U1cult1es that strained
relations betweEm the }1ol,y Sea and the king of Spa1n

the Council.

am.

~

the work of'

,Nt 1s the explanation for this?

Unfortunatoly for the &lgllsh reacler, th.e search tor an an.:n1&l" 1s severely 11m1ted

to the

tflttl

studios anUable.

sented 111 the Ulgl1sh version of Pastor's
wr1t.t..en.

Beyond the general picture pre-

lAI:tou It 1iQI fm1J!!, lit.tle

The t..rans1ation into liJlgl1sh. of Jedinls Q!I~

Tr1t.n1< is a definite

help, but

tt~

aM

has

KomdJ,§

von

volumes so far in print. do not cover tho

entire history of the Council. l
Ms proV1des the occasion for the present t.hesis.
convocation of the Council of Trent tl"Om
purpose

J&rlWU"y

It deals w.1 th the

1;62 to December 155).

ot the t.hesis is to a.n.alyea certain aspects of'

The

the 1nfJ.uence of

PhUip II during the third and final phase of tho CounoU.

No one contests

Louis, 1928).
~

1

.t.;;mest Graf, 0.3.0

2

fact that t..lte S'pDnish bishops lvcra a. major force at the sittings of that genoral assambly, or that it 1ms through the Spanish Crolm that the CouncU became

a. reality.

kind yet, thoro is no satisfaotory single work in English that

st1.lC.1:1es the role of the Spaniards at Trant.

Harw other excellent works st'tl.d¥

tho work of tho French or the Germans, but the Spanish contribution at the
CouncU has yet to be ex.am1.ned. 2

t.tter a. brief introductory summation of tho historical. situation

irmn.&-

d1ataly preceding the alection of Pope Pius IV (1559-65), the second chapter

will discuss the prruiminary negotiations to vdn the support of Philip II for
tho Council.

Three problems wllJ.. next 1"0001va a:t.tent1on:

1) the debate over

the phra.se Pr.2J?Oll8lltibus lega.t4s, or the question of conciliar protocol; 2) the
controversy raised by the decree on episcopal residence; 3) the :final clos'l:ll"S
of the CounoU of Trent against the ldsh of PhUip II.

A short final chapter

will be added a.s a recapitula.tion of the paper.
i

In 1554, Philip II, newly invested with the duchies of Naples

salled for England to become the husband of the &lglish Queen.

am ltUan,

This was a.n act

of obedienoe to the wishes of his fa.ther, the Emperor Charles V (151.9-56), who
had envisioned a d;ynast:1o dream to include within the Habsburg orbit the entire
periphery of western Europe-the shores of Italy, through the rooky outpost of
2

&:amples are H. outram Evennett, The Card1naJ. 21' Lorraine apd the CoW)ell of' Trent: It st¢iy ~ the Counter-Ueforpw.tion (Cambridge, 1930); G. Constant

=~
a ;'~~'f::~~~sous~es
deyx srsWges: E1:yde SUE les
d~
ftLla.e
~846) (2 vols.; Paris, 1923); and G.
JUberigo, I ve~~iJe!9 ~ 1.'r!nto (J.~) (Firenze, 1959).
C. Gutierrez~~tOVaUadolid, 19S1), ofrors an exhaustive list
of the Spe.niards present at the Counoil. of Trent in SOOlG ca.pacity or other.
But this does not s~ their activ1 ty beyond a brief' biographical sketch of'
each one.

rm ejJ

3
the Gibraltar, up north to the Low Countries, not exclud:1ng the off-shore ldng..
dom of England.

The &nperor had recentJ.y sustained some serious set-backs in

the eastern half of the empire,a.nd he had turned for compensation to the west.

In England ¥tar,Y' Tudor (1553--.58) was the queen.

In add! tiOD 1:0 her need

for a male successor, she wanted to lead her kingdan back into communion with
Rome.

If Philip ll'.arried Queen 11ary, Spain would acquire control of the English

Channel whioh oould help secure the defense of Spain and the safety of oo:mmuni-

oations with the northern Imperial residence.

Philip would unite in his person

the strateg1caJ.ly located countries of Spain, England, the Low Countries, and
Burgundy.

The future of the Habsburgs would also be secure.

Don Carlos, son

of Philip by a. previous marriage, would inherit the Spanish peninsula. and the
overseas dominions of Spain.

The future heir of Philip and Mary would reoeive

England, the Low Countries and Burgundy.

For the present, England, in alliance

with Spain, would serve as a bulwark for the Lowlands, especially against
France,

am

Spain would be free to ooncentrate on her defense of Italy and the

Hed.1terranea.n against Islam..

Finally, Philip, as king of &lgla.nd, would play

an important role in leading that country back to the obedience of Rome.
None of these designs materialized.

Ph1lip, who seems to have only be-

grudged his a.ssent to the union, was recalled to the Imperial. court a year
after he bad left Spain.
had decided

to abdicate.

\>Jar-weary and wiser from the experience, his father
On

25 October 1555, in a lIlOv:tng Care'll1OlW at Brussels,

Charles V invested his son with the sovereignty of the Low Countries.

'l'hree

months later, on 16 January 15.56, Phil1p received the crown of Spain and the
Spanish dominions all over the world.
1nherited Franche Comte.

Finally, on

5 Febl"'\..'lB.l'y 15.56, he also

All of theso constituted only a part of the Habsburg

4

patrimony, but, together 'With Naples and Milan, they certainly covered an extensive stretch of lande
Ph:U1p was not yet thirty years old at the time of his accession to the
Spanish throne.

He had no lack of previous training

am,

as Regent for the

Spanish kingdoms, had had some personal experience in ruling.
wi th a new 8ituation when he lllOWted the throne.

But he was faoed

Germat'\V, though still under

Habsburg alleg1.a.nce, was practically beyond his reach.

His uncle Ferdinand had

inheri ted the eastern lands and had succeeded to the Imperial. t1 tle.
Ph:U1p t s political th1nld.ng necessar1ly narrowed down

l'-'luch of

to the basic duty of en-

hancing the Crown and dM'ending at all costs the lands bequeathed

to

him south

of the Pyrenees and across the AtJ.antic.
Trouble came to Pb:U1p sooner than perhaps was expected.

The aged but

by no means decrep1 t Pope Paul. IV (1.5.55-.59) deol.ared war against the king of
Spain, besides thundering out with a double sentence of excOZll!l.unication against
Ph:U1p and his father in retirement at Yuste.

PoUtioeJ. aDi jurisdj.ctional

motives were at play, as well as personal. animosities that rankled against the
Emperor who had used in vain the Imperial
Carafa, from receiving the tiara.
front.

~us1ya

to prevent him, Gian Pietro

The war was not oonfined to the Italian

Urged on by Cardinal. CUaf'a, the Pope's nephew and sooreta.ry of state,

Henry II of France

(1547-.59) grabbed the chanoe to violate a rooently-signed

truce and strike at his wonted rival.

Thus, w:1thin a year after assuming the

government, Pillip was faoed with an unfriendly alliance not unlike the antiimperial leagues his fatOOr had had to contend with before.

But the ltal.ian

war, badly managed and inad.equately financed, was short-lived.

A faoe-sav1ng

surrender was arranged for the Pope on 22 September 1.557, a. year after hostu-

5
i ties had begun.

The naw war with France was likewise brief

am.

di.splqed the

fa.mil1a.r pattern or check and stalem.ate characteristic of the intermittent wars

between the Habsburgs and the Valois.

Both pcnrers were exhausted, both were

wi thout resources for an all-out and vigorous campaign, both sustained indi-

vidual losses and victories.

To PhUip went the spectacular victory of the

battJ.e of San Quentin (1557), wh:U.e the French took Calais from &1gl.and (15.58).
Heantime, Charles V died in peace in the monastery at Yuste, 2l September 15.58.
ber 17.

Two months later, the wife of Phil1p, Mary Tudor, also died, Novem'1'he .Anglo-Hispanio union, precarious at the most, was abruptJ.y dis-

banded, the imperial dream was no more, and the fears of the French were
promptJ.y disSipated.

By April

1559, terms of peace were settJ.oo. and the treaty

of Cateau-Cambresis was signed (April 2-3).
Spain.

Philip then decided to go back to

He persona.ll.y preferred to 11ve in the oountry of his birth and :1 t was

expedient to l"9s1de in the country' he ruled.
tage point.

From then on, Spain 'was his van-

:Events and decisions were to be judged from Spain, in a. Spanish

court, with Spanish colmSelors, in Spe.n:1sh interests.

The Ha.bsburg identifica-

tion with Spain had begun.

11
One of the first publio :fUnctions attended by Ph1lip after his return to
Spain late in the

SUrrilUer

of 1559 was a.n &UQ. !if!

~

in Valladolid.

The solem-

nity with wbioh the act was surrounded betrays the concern of the authorities
over the religious u:nrest that had gathered mamenttall in the king's absence.
Spain, it is true, had been subject to t.he beneiieient irlf'luelloe of Cardinal
Cisneros (14:)'7-15l7), as wEiLl as of Erasmus (1467-15]6).
PhUip returned a.s king, conditions had chlmged..

But, by tho time

A new generation had oome up

6
to hold the reins of government, for the older race of Spanish humanists had

already gone.

Beyom the Pyrenees, it was the period immediata1.y following the

peace of Augsburg, when everyone admitted the impossibUity of reconciliation
between the Protestant dissenters and Rome.

Till then on their defensive, the

calvinists especially ex.hibited a vitality ar:rl a boldness that institutionalizGI
thEn into national churches.

This prepared the wa:y for the second stage in the

growth of Protestantism, which was that

was no man's preserve.

ot militant proselytizing. And Spain

Aetive propagandists managed to slip into the country,

wWe, in the north, the Low Countries continued to offer haven to hunted heretics.

Nor was traffic one way.

Spanish dissidents, fed by the new ideas of

the Germans ani English who traded with them, felt the pinch of government
vigilance and made their wa;y to Geneva, Paris, or the Lowlands.
Thus, right at the start of his reign, Philip

n

found himself faced

wi th the secon:l basic dU't'q of defending hilS realms from hetercdox contamino.tion

Already in 1.558, while still in Brussels, he had approved the heavy penalty of
death ani corrtiscation of property for unlicensed importation of books.

The

Spanish Index, first drawn up by the University of Louvain and not to be con:fused with that published by Pope Paul IV in 1.5.58, was revised and generously
extenied so as to include s.rt3
interpretation.

On

am

all books that lent themselves to Protestant

the eve of his departure for Spain, the king ordered all

Spaniards stu¢ng at Louvain to return to their country within four months ani
obtain clearanoe for orthodoJ\Y trom. the Spanish Inquisition.

F1nalJ.y on 22

November 1.5.59, a decree forbade all Spaniards from stuc%ving in sohools and
universities abroad.
These measures liSre deemed necessary to oountoract Protestantism which

7
had become an actual danger in Spain.

Since the 15SO's, isolated seed-beds of

Lutheranism had been discovered in Valla.dolid and Sev.Ule.
standill!: had been convicted of heresy, an:i the !.'\UQ. 9a

Persons in high

iJ1 presided over by

Ph:Uip in Valladolid was one of two hald in 1559-60 where more than thirty

victims had been handed over to the secular tJ:J..'rfJ3 and executed.
In all of these, Ph:Uip ha.d at hand. an instrument in the Spanish Inquisi tion.

Established through papal leave in a country where no heresy existed,

it was origiMJ.ly meant to ferret out insincere conversions f'ram, and relapses

into,

Jud.a.1sm.

Beca.use the inquisitor1al. processes were also highly profitable
~Jhen

economioally and socia.Uy, the Office was seldom £ree £rom abuse.

Philip

ascended the throne, the anti-Jewish fear had been largely though not entirely
supp1.anted by a concern over the new views and a near maJda for religious

unity.

Hence, at the first news of an incipient Protestantism in Spain, the

reaction of the Crown va.s to inaugurate a ruthless policy of repression.

Un-

fortunately, personal motives colored the conduct of the Inquisitor General. at
the time, and this considerably OO'lbittered the harshness which the Spanish
Inquisition has been notecl for.
PhUip II was a sincerely religioUS man himself.
when one breathed catholl.cism in Spain.

He 11ved in an age

His personal upbringing heightened a

morally conscientious temperament inherited from famous forbears, one of whom

was Isabel. the Catholic (1451-1504 ), not to mention his own father who died
a. holy death and had enjoyed the intimacy of a future General of the Jesuits

and a saint, Francis Borgia. (l51o-72).

.'¥ell known is the £urr.iamentally reli-

gious orientation of Philip's government laid down by his father:

If

•

•

•

you

ought always to direct your life towards the goodness and infi.nite mercy of

8
'i

God and submit your 'Wishes and your actions to His ldll. tI~

How Philip, as obedient a son as there ever was t ce.rried out his
father's political instructions, shouJ.d be taken into account for an urxlerstanding of his reign.

But, despite exs.ggerations by the panegyrists, there

is something heroic in the essentially religious tone of Philip's rule.

He

considered himsel:t' to have been givan a. king's crown in order to promote the
observance of the divine law on earth, regardless of the consequences.
schools of thought have eliverging views on Philip

n.

Two

One sees him as a shr

poli tical figure of the sixteenth century, whose adherence to Rome was his
priceless asset.

The other takes him to be a unique historical phenomenon,

one that gave special. priority to religious considerations.

Philip saw him-

self' as God's representative, not in the sense of Charles V who regarded the
emperor as the tanporaJ. partner of the supreme spirituaJ. head of the Christian
commonweal. th, following the classical Two-SWord theory of medieval though"';
for his part, Ph:Uip considered hi:m.seJ.£ to be an absolute monarch exclusively
responsible to God for his own lands and his subjects, the supreme anthon ty
that would brook no outside interference, especially from Rome.

ChUd of his

own age, he no more questioned the hered1 ta.ry character of his throne than its

absolutism.

In his reign, however, the new element provided by the victory

and steady advance of Protestantism cal.l.ed for a new policy that aimed at de-

stroy.1ng every torm. of heresy and reuni t1ng all Christians 'l.ll¥ier the faith of

9
Rome.

In the pur suit of these object!ves, Philip did not balk at coercion and

the use of force.

The sixteenth contury, a.f'ter all, was more faithtully de-

scribed by Haohiavelll's The Prince (1.5l3) than by the theories e.x;pounded later
by Suarez (1.548-1617).

Philip did not always sucoeed, and he met with many

obstacles, 1£ not downright opposition.
he accepted as due to God's design.

But his temporal and polltical defeats

His attitude, frequentJ.y expressed in

letters and instructions to his generals, has often bean quoted.

He 'WOuld

yield in other matters, but not nto the detriment of our holy catholio fai til,
for I w.UJ. never consent that there be a weakness in this, even 1£ those tarritories be lost. tt Hore famous is the remal"k to a oonvicted heretio in 1559:
4
til would bring the 'WOOd to burn my son were he as depraved as you."

The Spanish oourt was not alone in its zeal for reform.

All of Chris-

tendom had been cl.amol"ing for an end to abuses and a universal spiritual regeneration.

v.Jlere they differed was in the means Glnployed.

Luther's obsessive

impatience for personal goodness unleashed a bloody history of defiance agains
traditional ohurch institutions of' redress, while a man like Ignatius of Loyol

( +1556) effected

a. spiritual rehabUi tation of Europe by a more stringent sub-

mission to the same Churoh.

The rise of individual. reformers, or the foundi.ng

of new ral.ig1ous orders, however, was not enough.

Something else was demanded:

an "o:f'fioia.l t, program. tha.t would initiate a genuine reform in both "head aId
metrlbers"; a general. counciJ., universally aooepted and universally efficacious
4

illtamira, pp. 70, 78. Luis cabrera. de Cordoba, Felipe tI, MY de
Espana (l\'iadrid, 1876), llb. V, p. 3.

10
by embodying in one authentic form tho diverse currents and movements then
taking place.

This kind of thinking bore frut t in the Councll of Trent.

After pa.inf'ul

negotiations and mutual recriminations, the first session was fil'lalJ.y inaugurated on 13 December 1545.

Thirty-one bishops were in attemame, most of them

But there was no lack of d1fficuJ. ties during the sessions that f"ol-

It.alians.

lowed, necessitating, .first, a transf"er of the seat of meeting f"rom Trent to
Bologna. an.:l back again, and, later, the suspension of" further meetings on 22
I1q 1552.

There had been a total of" sixteen plenary sessions off" and on

through seven years, not alwqs in the most irenic conditions, but stili conduc1ve enough to def'ine dogmatic poSitions and reform measures.
Atter the suspension of" the Council in

inte:rxled
hoped

1552, Pope Julius m (1550-52)

to keep some of the dispersed fathers

to make use of

them

and theologians at Rome.

He had

to continue the unt.in::1.shed work of" Trent. This

proved impracticaJ. and he was left alone to push forward the reform.

Because

Spain had wanted to enforce the uncon:f.'irmoo decrees of the Council, the Pope

sought to include them in a great reform bull.

This was ready for publication

in January 1555, and the Pope so informed the king of" Spain.

Then Julius III

died on 23 iVlUCh 1555, and the bull was not promulgated.

Reform was clearly the issue in the ne.."rl. two conclaves t.ha.t followed the
death of Pope Julius.

In the first, 1'1B.rcallo Cervini, who took the name of

Harcel.lus II, was ill'l8.l'I1mously elected on Aprll 10.
tisan of ref"orm,

ha.~

He was known to be a par-

been lega.te a.t the Council. of Trent.

he installed than he died (l'1a.y 1).

But no sooner was

His brief pontificate was an Urlex of the

needs of" the times, but it could 11a.rdl.y be said that he had advanced the cause
of ref'om.

11

Gian Pietro Carafa 'Was elected three weeks later, and he took the name
of Pope Paul IV.

The Elllperor Charles V had tried to exclude him from the papal

throne, but the Imperial party had been too much at odds 1dthin thanse1.ves
I·eally

to presa.."'lt a united opposition to

the candidacy of Carafa.

News of his

elevation was received 'With apprehension, although he was a. leading advocate
for reform.

He was known as a learned and holy man, but his ext.reme and often

harsh asceticism ca.used concern.

Nonetheless, much was ex:pected of him by the

more disoerning of his contemporaries.
war against Phillp

accusation.

As

n

.Decisively beaten in that :Ul-advised

of Spain, Pope Paul lost no time in brooding or self-

soon as peace coniitions vere restored, he 'took up with unre-

lenting v.i.gor the projects interrupted during the war.
su:mnoning a. genoraJ. council.

But he did not favor

Far too many meetings and resolutions had alrea.dy

been held; what was needed was not new regulations but the application and use
of what was already at ha.r.rl.
to convene a comcll.

It was alwa,ys a difficult 1£ not hazardous task

And, in the end, it worked much too slolily.

Except for the fateful elevation of his unworthy
singularly fortunate in his choice of cardinals.

neph~lSt

Paul IV was

Ecclesiastics such as

Ghisl1eri, Scotti and Roum.a.no were among the capable cardinals created by him.
Those men and others of' similar spirit collaborated in a reform program u:nder
the personal guidance of the Pope.

One of their first reforms centered about

the RorlW1 Curia, a. bold undertaking since it could mean closing the chief
source of revenue for the Holy See.

The Roman Inquisition received enlarged

powers, for it was given competence not only in matters of faith, but it could

also punish offenses against morality, especially what the Pope termed "simomacaJ. heresy. II

and the

'I'!rl'll"\",,,,

t"lb.at he especially warred against was the sale of benefices

of politics with ecclesiastical affairs.

12
Unfortunately, Pope Paul IV was not the man to temper his actions.

His

efforts were well-intentioned, but the practical measures he conceived were
imprudent in many cases, and even begot tear and ill will.

Without heSitation,

he threw out the great Palestrina from the Sistine choir because he happened to
be a married

man, and married men did not quite tit in with the Pope's idea ot

a papal choir JIlf:!II1ber. In order to put a stop to the aDuse ot vagrancy among
the monks, he declared a curtew hour and hunted out the delinquents to throw
them in jail.

A Jesuit provincial in France wrote to Laynez that Pope Paul's

Index was unreasonably extensive, covering books compJ.etely harmless except
that they had been printed by Protestant publishers.
much confusion, he predicted, and

~

There was going to be

would likely' disregard the Pope's pro-

hibitions because ot the great financial loss to the printers and bookdealers.
Not too wide ot the mark was a saying that one who wished to cure Rome did not
really know her sickness.

U, however, "because of our sins His Beatitude

• • • started to let go, his !ul.idnations would be terrible and extreme, just
like his character• • • • ,,5
In a way it

was not surprising that riots occurred in Rome when it was

learned that Pope Paul IV had died on 16 August 1559.

He had to be buried at

night and a guard posted over his tomb lest it be violated.

This was evidently

a reaction ot the aggrieved minority who had felt the heavy hand ot the Carata
pope.

Layne. wrote to a Jesuit rector in Genoa that even the adversaries ot

the dead pope were forced to admit that Paul died as a saint.

The Roman barons

who were away when the Pope died expressed vehement disapproval of the wanton

SVicente de la Fuente, Historia Bclesiastica de Espana (Madrid, 1615),
V, ,. 212, note 1. Paschase Broet, ~isto~e, ("Monumenta Historica Societatis
Jesuit; Madrid, 1930), p. 133. The litter set of volumes will be cited hereafter as MaSI.

-

13
destruction caused. by the uprisings.

The Roman nobility proclaimed that" in

honor of the late Pope, his decrees were to remain in force, and transgressors
would inour double the penalty.

And despite the impression of arbitrariness in

the decrees of Pope Paul IV, there was an advanoe in the movement for reform.
Not all areas in need. of reform had been touched upon, but the necessary ground
lTork had been laid for further progress.

Certainly his energy and intransig8l101

had been a vi tal factor in the change that took place in the Roman Curia and
the city of Rome.

It was the work of Paul IV that served as the preparation

for the final. convocation ot the Council of Trent in the pontificate of his
immediate successor.
iv
By autumn of

15.59, then, the Church was once more without a pope.

.-dth-

in five years, three popes had succeeded one another, but not one ot them had
lived long enough to complete the work of refom.

'lhe Council of Trent re-

mained in suspension; its promulgations awaited papal confirmation.

But the

clamor for reform had not died down; instead, it, had grown much louder.

Pro-

testantism had gained. a pcsi tion from which it would not be dislodged.

ot the

leading states of Europe, only Spain was unambiguously Catholic; Germany was
divided, .&;ngland had drifted awq,
away from the Cburch.

a.m

France seemed on the verge of falling

What could be done?

only answer, and it was to

SUlIUI'lOll

A general council seemed to be the

a council that Pope Pius IV devoted all bis

energies as soon as he succeeded to the pontifical throne.

CHAPTER II
THE PREPARA'l'ORY NEnOTIATIOHS

On the night of 25 December 1.5.59, Fra.ncisco Vargas, Spanish am'b.llssador
ext..raordin..'U'y to the Holy See, sent

Q.

dispatch to his king announcing the end

of the conclave and the election of a new pope just a. few hours earlier.

It

haJ been a. long, paintul conclave; the oa.rdinals would have gladly voted for
a:r~

piece of IlJll1ber had they bean able to come to an agreement.

At la.st, after

months of "dissensions and enmities • • • and uncontrolled passions such as
oannot be mentioned, II Uian Angtalo de Hedio1.s, Cardinal of Milan, received the
homage of the cardinals and was duly confirmed as Pope Pius IV the next morning,
December 26.

his favors.

fie was more than sixtq years old, affable, and open-handed w1 th

or

a quick mind a.nd impa.tient of long talk, he was yet singularly

taottul and blessed. w.itJl a fa.ollity for diplomacy.
innovator nor as excessively aotive.

He was kmwn neither as an

As a. conclavist, he had signed the elec-

tion oa.pitulations whioh bou:rxl him, i f elected pope, to promote peace among the
Christians and the rGform of the Church tllrOugh a general council.

But what

!mOst pleased the Spanish ambassador was that the new pope was a subject "so
deserving a.n:l so dear" to his own ld.ng.

Pope PitlS IV himself, in his first con-

ference with Vargas, had declared he was prepared to serve God aM the Holy See,
and seek ·the contentment of the king of' Spain.

He had been a. vassal and orea-

ture of the late Elr:.peror, and "such he oonsiders hirtlself to be of your 11ajesty."

lIn

contrru;t toO the Cara.fa pope, Pius aokno'w:l.edge<i b1E.> peculiar ties to the son
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of Charles V. tacitJ.y laying the foundations for a politico-religious alliance
between the Holy See ani Spain.

Varga.s was qui tEl pleased and expressed himself

in so many words to the king. 1
Circumstances prevented Philip II from sending at once a representative

to per:f'orm the traditional ceremony of obedience to the

new Pope.

He bad just

returned from the north and had barely had time to reorganize the administrative machinery of Spain.

Sickness in the royal court, his wedding to ELizabeth

of' Valois, and the situation between England a.rrl ScotJ.and had occupied his immediate a.ttention.

But he was fully aware of what ha.d been going on in Rome

during the conclave and he was not ignorant of the growing trend in fa.vor of

a general council.

i\s signatory to the treaty of ca.tea.u-cambresis. he was

obliged to writ 'Wi til the king of France and to urge the Pope to call a. counc:U
as soon as peace was established among the Christians.

As early a.s 18 JanU8.1ir

1;;60. ca.rd.ina.1 Pacheco, who narrowly missed election as pope, wrote to Philip

that in an early consistory Pius IV bad spoken at length about reform and an2
nounced his intention to con:f1rm the Council of Trent.
And in the entourage
of Elizabeth of Valois, the archbishop of Limoges, Sebastian de l' Aubespine.
came as the French ambassador to Spain, with instructions to soticit the coope

(Henoeforth, cited as .Qgf.
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ation of Philip to promote the Council just announced in Rome.)

lUI it turned

out, however, early interest in the Council was evinced neither by France nor

by Spain.

It was the Imperial envoy, Frans von Thurm, sent to the papal. court

in the middle of Febl"ll&l'y 1,560 for the gbedient1a, who gave initial encouragement to the Pope by petition:ing the celebration of a general. counoil now that

there was peace throughout CbristeniQm.

4

i

The earliest indication of Pillip' s reaction to these prel.im1nar,y
soundings is furnished by a letter, dated 4 ~1aroh 1,560, which he dictated for
his half-sister, I-iargaret of Parma, the Regent fQr the Low Countries.

He de-

scribed how the king of France bad just learned of the Pope's intentions to
summon a general OQunoU

am

had professed himself w1lling to join Philip

the Pontiff in the undertaking.

am

Spain's first reply was to call a special

meeting of the prelates who had sat at the last sessiQn of the Council of
Trent and the members of the CQunc1l of state of Spain.

As far as the perso

relations between the two monarchs were ooncerned, the French king oould alway
rely on the good will of Philip, "suoh as one expected between brother and
brother, or father and son, especially in things touching the servioe of God. It
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But before giving a final answer, the Spanish king wanted to know the opinion
of bis sister.

Margaret might ava1l herself of the advice of her counc1l.

"Look into the matter oarefully," he continued, "and consult persons whose

advice you think :1t best to ask.

Let me know as quickly as you can • • • so

that I may compare their suggestions with those given here, and keep -to the
road that w1ll be round most expedient. ".5
The t1rst offioial communication to Philip

n

of the conciliar plans of

Rome was entrusted to the bishop of Tenacina., MonSignor ottaviano Reverta,
who was sent as the tirst ord:1nar;y papal nuncio of Pius IV

to Spain.

He

re-

ceived bis instructions on 11 March 1,560 and he lett 1mmediate13 for Toledo,

then the seat of the Spanish government.

He arrived there towards the end of

the month and, on April 1, had bis first audience with the king.
a few weeks after Pb:Uip bad

his letter to Margaret.

S\UD'lOned

This was just

the speoial meeting he had mentioned in

Terracina, then, was not bringing an entirely new

idea to the court of Spain.

The burden of Terracina· s instructions was to win the consent

am

sup-

port of Philip II for a projected general council. in order to remedy the reli...
gious orisis of E'urope.

He was also enjoined to settle some famlly affairs of

the Pope, but he had been ma1nl.y sent to negotiate the council.

It was not

only the Pope who wanted to convoke it; the other Cluoist1an princes also looked
to a council as the only effioaoious solution for their problems.

was not to spare himself in order to win the assent of Pb:Uip.

Terracina

Once this was

obtained, the nuncio was to write back to Rome tor instructions regarding the

.5,fiu Gachard,
avec Philippe II, ft ~=.:.:=.t::a.=:w=:=.....&A":::~e::.::=-==u:iI¥..=~~~~~~:;'=IL..::="-i.:~
• a
e
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details of place and date of comrocation:

n •••

once you know the w.Ul of his

Majesty, you w:lll 1.nd1cate that the place and date will be discussed aftenrards
so that /Jlle oouncfJJ may be held in all promptness and convenience. "6
'l'he

ki~

had ready explanations to answer the Pope's questions.

Per-

sonally, he told the nuncio, he was w:Ul.ing to show as much generasity and as
ma!W favors as he bad received from Pius.

But in the matter of the cotmcil,

the first interview of April 1 must have been a disappointment to the nuncio.
Beyom praising the holy intentions of the Pontiff, Philip did not commithimself.

He wanted more time to discuss i t with his advisers, because it was no

slight matter to convene a genC"al council.

The king of France had already

asked Ph1lip to help the Pope's plan, and, as a matter of fact, a special comlllittee had just been formed for the purpose.
Terracina had no choice but to wait.

But the final. answer must wait. 7
He frequented the royal residence,

conferring with the king himself or with the royal ministers.

But in the mean-

time, a cautiously-worded answer, bearing the date of April 4, had been received from Margaret.

She was not at all enthusiastic about a oou.ncil. Earlier

contacts with the Protestants had convinced her it was futile to expect them to
submit to the decisions of a council under the tutelage of RDme.

She also dis-

approved the special meeting which Philip bad called, but she advised consul1:.1ng their uncle, the Einperor Ferdinand, because the center of nevU tt was in

Germany.

One had

to keep watch over that sector, lest, "instead of doing good

by summoning a council before knowing what means to use to persuade the states
of the Holy F.mpire to sul:mdt to its decisions, it might just be that the mere
6
,gI, VIII, pp. lo-U.

7~., p. 24 ff.

£§f, VII, p. 186.
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inauguration

[Ot

the oo~ would occa.sion more bam. tb&n good. 1t8

Ma.rgQ"et was

On l"iay 5, Bishop Reverta

not the only one who hesitated.

reported that the Archb1shop of Sev1lle was raising d1fneul ties against the

council. 9 Besides, other aftairs had intervened to delay a decisiOll about
the oounc1l, ~, the Anglo-Scottish war and the disaster su:tte:red by the

Spanish fleet otf Gel'bae.10
Around May

response.

9, the papal nuncio was st1l.l uncertain about Ph1l1P's

AU he could report. was that the ld.ng »yet wanted to see how he

could provide greater satisfact1cm to the pope. II 1Wo or tb:ree
Tenac1na saw the

~

~

lat.er.

aga1n al1d rece:ived the first bopeNt answer f'l"om b1Dl:

tv

• • • cons1derl.ng the need o.t Ch:r.lst.i.., tor such a ponrtul r_ed7
as would repa1:r the damage LclorJe to 11J, I have decided
answer His
Hol.1ness • • • that I am great.1.y pleued to know the unst1nt1ng zeal.

w

and hol7 det.eftd.Da:ta.on • • • to celebrate a counc1l., ~1Dg 1.t
h1ghly and o£te:r1ng h1a • • • rrq hll assistance. • • •
One might perhaps note in

pas~

that there is evident here a gradual

p:rcgress towud a decision by PhU1p.

At the f':l.lost interview with the l'1tln01o,

the 1d.ng merely pra1sed the 1nt.entions

or

m

iD:ttmiitAI

.91.L. b .

~

the Pope:

'f9l'lMMot4! 11

Six weeks later, better 1ntorm.ed after a senes of

cown4tatlOlW with his advisers and oonti.nuecl reports on the situation outside

8
Gaohard, pp. 171-74.

Ch. Weiss, ~

I

d'ikl du ~ML de Gran~
~, ~HeQJlJQlMtJWm~
~ aN"s ftUI ...
d1ii91iiiiUiLq;jJ:~
l~), VI-vn,

P""dm.

9,GI.
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g, VIII,

p. 26.
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~,VII,
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of Spain, Pb1l1p ind:1cated a more concrete decision, offering u!'.:ll assist.-

ance." No details, however, were suggested as to place or date ot assably,
no hints as to which of the Gard1.nals were prefer.red tor the honor of presiding
(f'If!fr'

the council as the papal

ter.red to the nuncio

lega.tes~

~ communicated

to

Vargas in .croOme.

He

a.nnounce tD t.he Pope the ld.ng's tull adhesion to the oouncil.

was

instructed to

this was not

a ha.st.ily QOneeived answer; on the contr.!U"Y, it was a decision long in oomirlg
and impat4ently awa.i.ted in Home..

Up t1l1

then, the adv.1sers of the Spanish

k1ng did not agree on the utility of the council.

But because of ~ develop-

ments .. • .. in France in eonneetion 'With the nat1onal. council whose celebratUm 1s with reason to be feared as ext.reme1.y harmful .. • • and ought to be

statement of their opinion was draftsd by the Archbishop
m.1. tt.d to the king.

it to

~

A

cow was

nth his own

the date 18 June

1S60.

S1lZ!mJ.ary

or

Toledo and sub-

turn1shed t..'le papal. mmcio in Spain,

of its contents.

eonBisted of f1'ftj points:

1100

sent

This summ.ary, which bears
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Lthe

co'llnQU of doctrine and of all the art1cles of retom; 5) that he
poP!lf $ho~ choose legates qualilied by t.hE4r learning and t.b.e1J' exesplary life. 2

React.1on in Rome to the news

tram

Spa.1n was as expected.

The Pope.

Vargas wrote on 13 July 1,560. was tte.xtremely pleased • • • IDi never ceases his
praise ani a.pproval of your attitude. til) I t

l1&$

perhaps li1:.erally true.

A

week or so betore, the Roman Curia. was rudely shaken up by the arrival. of the
French en".,y. Abbe de Ma.me. bFlng1ng unpleasant 1ttf'ormB:t.ion about the Qeo1s1on

of the Cardinal of Lo1"T'41ne to suramon a naUonal councll for France.

On Jul,y

12, a r&Capt.1.on had been heit.d tor the ambassadors in residence at Rome. during
wb1ch the answers b.-om tho secular pr:1r.Ices were announced.

Of these answers,

only that of Pb:U1p II of Spain had atrorded real encouragement to Pope Pius IV
The lI'reftch legatlon had hedged, raising diftlcul. t4.es and

but reaJ.l¥ playing for time.
was a

was

nMf

lTlOlI'e

ObjElC~

to Trent.

The Germans bad accepted a cot.U'JCU provided. 1 t

convocation, not a contin'ul1tion of the Council of l'rMt.14 1hus, it

than mere epistolary etiquette tor Vargas to assure his sovereign that

the Pope could bt:Jpe for help only f':rom PhU1.p.

But, although the k1ng of Spain bad oo.mm1tted himself to the Counc1l,
DlDre t.ban a

yeal'

would be spent in ironing out furt.b.er d1tteremes.

IW one
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thing, Ph1l1p bad insisted that a. general. oouneil should not be bald untU the
Pope had secured the un.an1.:mous consent of the princes, especiaUy the ldng of

They should also be consul:t.ed regarding the place of

France and the litJperor.

oomroca.t.1on and var10us other matters essential. to the council.
nthe OGnvooation aJXl the pJ."Omulgat1on [Of the

coun.ojJJ 'WOuld not have that

effect which His Hol1ness and all of us ought to look for.
find

otheN1sa,

Nq, one might

pretext for offense and binder the counc.U. • • • ,)..5

A

This was no 1mag1na.r,y fear of Philip.

Conmunieat1ons from the Count of

Luna, Spe.n1sh agent at the .Imperial coun in Vienna, kept the Bpa.ni.sh k1ng informed of the activities of the Protestan1ain the F.lnp1re.

In

o~

thEV were at odds among themselves, but in oppos1t1on to Rome, th&y
ur.d.ted.

They did not ~ tb.fd.r deter.m1nat1on

the Cou:nell of Trent.

matters,
'lIf8!"e

to disturb the re5\l1JPt1on of

"They muld rather go to Rome tba.n to Trent,« Ltma vro

in despair; "t.l'ley would seek by' I'JJVGr'9' moans to disturb the couucU." The
E.lnperor b1msel!' vas hesitating.
easily

Luna reported that ffb.1.s Majestw' will not

admit the Council of Trent and seeks to pl.q tor time so that there is

no deo1.sion without the approval of the Protestants whom he fears. It Ferdinandt s m1nd had been 1nf'lwmced by the French ambassador who vas pursu1ng a

policy d1ract.ly opposite to the tuU approval that his sovereign Frane1s n was
sa1d

to have adopted towards the Co'w101l.16
Intormat.ion SUDh as this was d1.stUl"b1ng to Pb'1l1p.

He knew that the

French mainta1nedan ambassador at the Imperial court fOr the purpose of conv1nc1ng the

~r

to petition a new counc:ll to

15CQp9m, XCVIII, 1.50-51.

16~J XCVIII,

p. 151.

~, 'VI,

C~

pp. 42-43.

at another place than
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'l'1"ent, so t.hat it would not be regarded as a eont.1nu4t1on of the previous Counc1l.

Ph1lip b:i.m$Eilf had just learned f1"Ol1l his own ambassador to France of the

edict of Fontainebleau which

SUl:IIJOned

a national couno1l £or France.

This was

con.f1.rmOO by the Al"chl::dshop of Limoges l«bom PhU1p oalled to an interview.

1m,

although the explanation of the French ambassador seemed to suggest a po..

sible solutA.on to this new problem, the ldng's apprehensi.ons

'fI1tD"e

not alJ.ayed.

For the ambassador bad admitted tbat it was in t.he hope of calm1ng the people

that the French court had encouraged the movement for a nat4.onal councU,
espec1al.ly smce t.b.ezoe was a delay in the opening o£ the unt:versal. council. and

the king of France had no intention of f"ul..t::Ul1ng Me promise. l ? Even so, the
horizon

SeEmed

darker than ever.

Faced with such a s1tuatton, Phil1p

n

decided to i.ntervene.

ber 2, he handed Wl'itten instructions to Arltoni.o de Toledo,
he named as his special.

the French from. their

~

OOUl"Se.

to F.ranee.

~

~es.

Septem-

of Leon, whom

Through him, Ph1l1p hoped to dissuade

The national assemblyt Philip asserted, was onl;y

going to enco'llZ'age further r.U'ts in a country &l.ready spl.1t between

aggressive

On

t . mutuallJ

Besides, as Ph:1lip confided to his sister Margaret, he

wanted to serve r»td.oe on the French, or more accurately, "tb.e1r mint.tars who

have not yet forgotten the1r b.ab1t.ua1

/Pod. of -tAni/,"

that he was. ''Well. ad-

vised of the1.r practioes. ,,18
The instru.ctdons given to Toledo were a deta.:Ued series of ~ts to

induce t.h.0 French ld.ng to revoke the proclamation of a. national. oouno:U..

.As

surely as the universal councU was the answer to the difficulties of Chris-

17~••

p. 151.

18Gachard, pp. 267...68.

i---·----------------------------------------------------------·~
tian11:,-, so would a nat1onal. council in Fftnce seveJ"el.y eomp1ieate the lament-

able 51tuation of that coun'by.

A na:~onaJ.

council. was not m.eNly bad pre-

cedent, but it wuld seriously affect the o.bt.mces of a general eounc1l.

In

order that Toledo might more eas1ly ld.n over the French, he was to ofter the
bacld.llg of' Spain's m:U1~ might. in case new d1.sol'ders ooe'l.ll"1"ed once it be-

came known that the national counoU was abandoned.
ret"u.se the personal. ass1st.anoe of Ph1lip 1£ t.bat

Toledo was not even to

~ necess~.

Still, if' all

this faUed, the prior must try for a postponEml.!mt of' the French national com-

aU.

This woUld allow t.ime

to reconsider the wbol.e 51tuat.1on.

In the mean-

'WOuld be no need to resort to a national. oouncU because a general. council
~uld

certa.inly fa.c1l1ta.te the solution of af'fail's in France.
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Antonio de Toledo' s mission to France was PhU1P's sponta.neous reaction

to the situation across his northern borders.

He could not

rernaj.n

1MUferent

because wery :l.m.portant eventouts1de his k1ngdom necessarily a..t"£eated bis polito

ieo-rel1g:lous

p:t"Og1'8m

in 5'pa1n.

But he bad looked furthor and duly instructed

his agent in Rome to Worm the Pope of what he had done so that

••• fffJ..s Ho11nessJ m.a:y see the spec1al conoem W'e have in what concerns
religion and the atr".m1"i ty of that Holy See • • • not spa.ring aJ\Y efforts,
not even our li:te ••• that the more he knows this about me, so much the
more obl.1gation does H1s HoJ.iness have ot doing, for his part, what that
5UprEllll$ rank in which God has p1.a.oad h1m qbl1ges him. To this end you
w:Ul. speak at length as you tim propel".. 20
Rome, however, hailed the gesture of Pbil.1p.

"One cannot desor1be the

delight of our Lord," Borromeo wrote to Terraaina. on September 17.

19.2.1:, VIIIt p. 63.

~ ~~562J:

k!t!dg

2O~, VI, p. 68.

Pius IV

ilgtwt4n G. de Artlezua y H8\YO, is§i?Sl Xt,].9i§.

B1ograt1qo (Maclrid, 1949),

m,
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h:imself dispatolled a brief to Toledo ooc;pressing lds satd.s£aotd.on and adding

Pope

}wi

boon mani:f'esti:ng signs

or dissa:t.isf'act1.on wi.th the court of'

Spain.

Disregard of ili:plorna.tic protocol by Vargas was one of the main causes.

lack of response £rall. the ¢noes was
at the replies :t'l"om the

~l'Ol"

an::

ano~,

the ld.ng

The

al¥l the disappointment he felt

ot ll'rance

added to bis il'ritation.

But it was especia.lJ.y Philip whom he reproached :tor the impasse to which the

oonelliar negotiations had reached, for it was the Idng of Spain who had suggested solloitjng the aid of these two sovereigns.

And:now their re£usal. to

00tit!li t the:msel v § had brought the conci] 1 a.r preparat1.ons

still.

'1:0 make matters worse, the

d1s~ ll8'itlS

m1ss1on reached Rome on the n1ght of October 9.

to a v.bt.ual stand-

of ilntonio de 'lOledots

The next. day, Vargas l:J:urr1ed

to the Pope to ca:nmunioate the dispatch that had just cane. The
had o.rr.ived in .Fran.oe too late and the l"Oyal household had

prior

~

ot Leon

made up

their m1.xJi before he came, oonvin.ced that only e. nat.1.onaJ. councU would solve
the chaos in that eountry.

The Roman pont1t'f bad perhaps some premc>n1t10n o:t

this, but it must have crushed him to rea.Uze that Fl"ance had refused to coop-

erate 14th b1m. 2l
The consterna.tion in the papal curia is re11ected in the t1ve letters
dispatched at once to Hadr:1.d on four successive dqs, October 11....14, tciUow1ng

Vargas- oonference with the Pope.

One

was from the Pope, two

a fourth was m'itten by the Count of Tend:1lla. wh'> had

weN

stotwed on to

fl'aI Vargas,
M'Lp Vazogas

a.tter the eerElmOt:t;.V of' the obe91mtk had been tardUy perfol'mEKi by the Count.
with a firth from the pa.pt.\L secretary of state. cardinal. Borrom.eo.

1bese

1ettel"s are a chorus of urg:ing and near

d~t1on

to open the Q)unoU

d.iately, even without t.be consent of the &parol" or the ld.ng of France.

imme-

Vargas

and Borrornao stressed tha.t the Pope ws definitely resolved on resuming the

W'0l"e

adverse to the CouooU.

else is EIlq)GCted

lnstruct..i.ous

lin ~ and

done, au:l all know that this

~

awaited f'loom Spain; "nothing

the time left is much

Li:J:le open:1.ng of

the

too short. for what must be

eouncjJJ,

as the rest, depends

on yo~ :Ha.~6ty. ,,22

beUleen Spa1n a.m the Holy See regarding the future coune:U bad been sl.owly'
coming

to a heed.

On September 14, about the t:1me that Ph:U.1p had sent Toledo

en his fruitless mission to France, a oont'1dentlal .lctter

~ ~

had been

sent by King Philip to the lbly Father, !tas to a fa.ther whom I love and respect
dearly."

Pbillp protesteci because Pius rI had, it was "ported, permitted a.

discussion about. the validity o.f i;.he decree on justification which had been

passed in one of the past sessions of the Council o£

~nt.

The k:ing wrote

that t.h1s could hardly have come a.t a m.ore inoppol'tu.ne

~t

the general council. wb:Ue prooipitat.ing the national.

The Protestants -would be

and might hini..

"that your Holiness may understand better the reasons wb1eh I coUl.d enlarge,
but I do not want to dal.a;y much longer, I mereJ.y ask :vour Holiness for a per-

sonal reply without telling a.nybody about it• • • • u 23

2ZAli', VI, pp. 8J-88.
23~

~

VIII, p. 85.

l2.SBis"

p. 1f2..
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Ph:.Uip's compliant to the Pope had been occasioned by Fardinan:l's conAs far back as Na.y 1560, the &nperor had been

tinued a.n1biguit.y with Rome.

solicited both by the Pope and by his nephE'1'H' to support the continW!l.t.ion of the
CO\ll1C'~

of Trant.

After much hesitation, Ferdinand sent a. reply on 26 June

1,560, after Pb:Uip had decided to second Pius IV's proposal.s.
sponse was negative.
~

Ferdinand's reo-

He urged delay for a year or more and demanded reform

l2.!-

a council was held, as evidence to the Geman Protestants that the Church

was sincere in her efforts for a spiritual renovat1on.

It would thus be easier

to invite the Lutherans to the Council, and easier for them to acoept the
future conciliar decrees.

Ferdinand also insisted that the Council should be

a new convocation, not a continuation, "for the reasons which I allege and your
Highness LPh11ip
Rom!J.7.
v.."'4r

riI will

see from the said copies

£Of.

Ferdinand's letter to

Your Rtghness can take it a.s oertain that i t the Council is cont1nued,

w:Ul break out in GGl.'m&t\V and in &lgla:ncl.

me hold on to my opinion. If

l'h1s is the thought that makes

2JI.

All throughout the negotiations with Rome, Fardinand.' s basic s;tand did
not change.

He may have had the best of intentions, but his ministers did not

always agree with him.

Hence, he tried to dissemble in his letters to Pb:Uip;

but to the Pope, he repeatedly mentioned the difficulties of the Protestants
against the Council of Trent.
sessions under Pope Julius

m,

'l'hey refused. to adm:1 t the binding force of the

ostensibly beoause not all the Christian states

had been represented, but really because their views had been condemned there.
Continuing the Tridentine assembl1es ws a virtual oonfimation of that condemnation, whereas a new council offered a second chance to air their views.

24COOOD~, II, p. ,560.
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>4.th a fE'N sJ.1tt,ht d.:1.tterenees, the same position was held by the French Htlgt1e-

nots; they jo1ned in the petition for a new co'WlCil and a l"epuJiatiol1 of' the

deereos passed. in t.h.e earlier sessions of the councU of Tl"ent.
In order to oone:Ui.ate the Protestants, Popo Pius :tV L<ade the gestu.re

ot

asldng a raw theol.ogiam to look into the matter, especially the valldity ot
the decree on justifioatiion before its papal con.f1rmation.

.\mbassador Vargas

had also been asked bis otm opinion, with'tm1eh the Pope agreed.

For diploma-

tic re:lSOllS. Pius sent an ambiguous reply t.o the Emperor .a.ncl to the French.

Vargu had suggested leav.ing the quest10n ot the prev.ious unconfirmed coneil.iar

acts aside as long as the Council was in prep.uation and there was talk of invi ting the Protostants.

Once the Colll'1.OU was in session, tJ.te Pope must eon-

firm. t.be decrees in their presence, not because they would be 1nVlllid without.

I this

formal! ty, but

tor

the "other effects whioh follow such aonfima:t1cm. "25

,mei'..hel' or not PhUipt s secret note against t.his wa;y of acting p3:'0voked
the Ponllif's ire is hard to sq.

But Vargas reported that at the

ambassa.~'.

reception held on Septembel!' 25, Pius IV had spoken seriou.sJ.y and ilevon in
anger these formal 'WOrds:

'Vie wish now ne1.ther

to oonfirm nor to revoke the

deei.sions of' tho Counail of Trent•••• ' If Am it was good, added the Span1ard.
~Jly,

that the

~mrd.s

had been uttered in EJ"l1'eryOlle' s presence because those

present, aspeciilly the !rn:periaJ.. ambassadors, "could put them in Wl'iti1'Jg. U

1-1l"Ote

a

pel"SOl1aJ.

note to tile ldng of Spain,

protesti~

that l?h:Uip had been

misled in belie"il'int1 that Pius denied the validity of the deoree on justif'ica-

25.1Yi~, VI, pp. 9.5-100.

tion.

Only one man's opinion, C!u'dinal Puteo t s, had been asked and be, Pius IV

had alW3\VS hald the validity of the Trldentine dGCll'eeS.

The oouneil would be

a cont.i.mlat1on, even 'With Pb:Uip's help alone. 26
Va:rgas was to report. this a. week later.

supported the

val1d111r

Ph1lip was the only mr:mal"Ch who

of the decrees of Trent.

Thus, the Pope and the ld.ng of

Spain were really of one mirld, but the mutual. suspicions were traoeable to an
officious clique.

In the typical stylo ot his

d:1spa~,

Vargas attr1buted

the dift1ou1ty to a group "who medcne With ban:ls not too olean. • • • It Noreover, "Whatever neglect there 1s on the part of

sight, or because t..he:re is no
the t.1.me."
dropped

OllIS

who da1tes

The com:nun:lcat1on seems

ms

Hol.1ness 1s due to an over-

to speak, unless to £latter h1m all

to have qu:1eted Ph1J.:1p an::l the issue was

tor the t1me batJ:lg.?:l

About the middle oJ: October, PhU1p bad met again with his spee1al OOUD-

ell on receipt ot the d1spatch jlJ.S1# ment:1oned.

51te

or

the Council had come up_

At tb1s t.1me the subject of the

The ld.ngt S advisers decided that Trent

was

preterab1.e, but whatever decision the Pope should make would be accepta.bl.e.

the Counoil should not be delayed because of the quest.ion of its
which was in i tsal! 1nd:1tterent..

mseti~

place,

PhUip commtmicated this information to the

ambassador of France on October 30.

He 1ndioated to Limoges tbat the site

might be a French c1tq-Vercell1 or Besallcon. preferably the latter as it bad

been :requested by the French and was a.oceptable to the ~. Z8

26~.

27~Wi&§,

p. )40.

28~t VIII, p.

90 ft. AWli, VI, pp. 112-13.

It is interesting to oote that, for the first time in the negotiations,
Pb1lip bad yialded a mt inconsiderable point.
ta.1n.1.rlg that the coming council was a
hald at the same place as before, be

Despi te his :t'1Jmness in main-

con~uat1on.

and therefore should be

now accepted. a suggestion that bad origi-

nally come hom Rome that the p.1.ace of meetlng could be elsewhere besides

Trent.

Tb1.s was not a sudden wlte-tace..

ldng of Spa1n knew 1:.bat the location

cil.

But the Protestants took

stigm.at1.med them.

was mt ot the essence

Tfoent as a

they were not going to be cajoled

F'l'om the 'beginning, the Pope and the

~

of' a un1versal coun-

of ths1r break .from Rome and

into attending a counoll that had

'l'M Pope wa.nted the:1.r presence at the Council.

alrea~

Unt1l the

nws of Toledo's fstUU1"e in Prance, PhUip objected against a:t'I3 evertures

ifl1.th this unequivoeal 1Bj1cat1on 0:1' Pb1lipt s support, the way was clear

tor the inaugural session of the Cowlcil.

On 15

No~

lS60, the Pope an-

nounced that the idea of a council bad been a.ccepted and ordezoed prayers tor

its success.
publicly read.

1.56l, was

'lW weeks later, on DecEmber 2, the bull of convooation was
The Coune1l was to comane at 1'l1't!lnt, and Easter StIn::lq, 6 .Ap.rU

set as the opening

Easter

s~ i.Yl

CoU1'1Cll of Trent.

d.t\v. 29

1561, however, did not see the solemn reopening of the

Al»tber dispute erupted bet1men Spain and the Holy See

29cabrera de Col'dob&, p. 14. cabrera says that the Popets hesitation in
sending the bull of convooat.1on to Pb1l1p was d1snpated by Cosme de 1100101 who
urged the Pope to gMnt naval. SlJbs1d1es to Spa.1n .iDi then dispatch the bull to
Pb:llip.

occafdoned by the bull. of oonvoca:t.ion.
ga.ted bad not been

~usl.y

The

tom in which 1 t

had been promul-

approved in tha CUria., because 1t had not ol.an-

tied the relat1.ons between this new counc1l and the past sessions at 'l'r'ent.
'lbree days before 1 ts formal proclamat..i.on, some of the older a.rrl mora lea.rned

eccles1astics objected to the wo:rd1ng, because the bull oonta1ned the words
*1-tl& reconvene H (~) and

"we proclaim anew"

<2! 1a~

~~).

These e:x:pressiorAS, 1 t was oJ.a1med, gave room for doubting the val1di1;y of the

past decrees of the CouncU

or

'J."rent..

1'he Spaniard Vargas, who seems to have

exerted quite an 1n:O.uanoe over this group, reported that 1t was What he had

been mainta.1n1llg aU the t:i.me.

He had pointed it out be1"ore to Pius, suggest-

ing the word ttwe cont:inuetJ (pon1j.Ulw;wms) instead.

suaded

But the Pope bad been per-

to leave off further discussion. JO
The present object1on against the bull was just a. revival. of the old

oonrl1ot about the nature of the oonoiliar a.ssembl.y:

was the OOUl'lCU going to

continue t.b.o suspenicd sessi.ons of the Council of l'rent, or was it a new con-

vocation aJ.together1 '.iV:l
needed reooi"dl:1 ation.

a.nst1'Sl"S

were given, two oontrttry mentalit1es that

One represented a pr.ldentiaJ. judgment t.l.lat allowed some

This vms the papel. attitude, will

margin of acoomodation in D02W3sentials.
aw8.l"&

of the

~ror t

back the Lutherans.
mention of' t.he

s repeated

d~s

and. of 1 ts

0l'I:n.

apostolic desire to w1n

The bull had boon studiously 140rdOO, avoiding e::q>l1cit

~':>lemer;.t.a.r.v

natl.l.t"e of the projected eouoo:il in order not to

exasperate the Gem.an Protestants fu.rther.
'rhe HCOnd flowed from a rel.entJ.ess

bitter

e.~ence

of such capitulations.

JOAmi, VI, lPo 129, 141. £g,

xcnn. }:).

129.

n,

ortbodo~

that had already bad

This was the stand of PhU1p II and

p.

1+9. ~trage,

p.

1#3. CQWD.

the Span1ards, best. expressed by Vargas in one of' his dispatches to the ld.ng:
• • • they put 1n doubt the decree on justification, whioh is what the
heretios If'mt and labor to obtain . . . . a thing most prejudicial to the
Chu:reh 1f sect1l!"ed, an:i destructive of all that bas been dec:Med by ber
to oon:found t.he heresies of these times. • •• Hence, now mo~ than
ever, it is necessary t.hat the councU be cont.inued in Trent • ..]A

In the context of the Spanish ChttPoh, this meant the a.rtdoles on justi...
fica:t1.on which had been applied in aU their

v:.\.olators bad b&en pena.l.ized by bu'mi.ng.

to

rigO?

throughout Spain and whose

Hence, "it in a. new oounc1l they had

go back a.rd discuss the matter and by cba.nce the con~ were decreed or

["the

present decrei/ be altered in ~ way, those viotims will have been b ..... a _

unjustJ.y, which 'WOuld be a very great. scandal. tml the cause of' the greatest
ev.Us. n32

Al.most the same reasomng was suggested by Luna at the Imperial court.
He had not l'$Cs1:ved. al\V communications from the k1ng, but a letter of the royal

confessor indicated that PhUip wanted to avoid new discussions on aJ."'tAoles
aJ.rea.dy dtd.'1ned $!!

Wa,

suoh as those on justification..

It

'Ii18.S

not for rear

of new coDilus:loll$, the Count pointod out, but rat~ lest a. precedent be set

for others to cha.'Uenge at w.Ul decrees a.1.ready approved or to be approved in

future councUs. 33
In Haroh

1S6l.

the ld.ng or Spa1n sent Juan de Aye.la. to Rome, with secret

1rurt.rouctions bearing the date ot 13 11a.rCh 1.;61.
til

change in tl'le words of tlw buJ..l.

~I&!b

pp.

Pb1llp wanted him to negotiate

This was to be done behisi closed doors

J'Jl-J8.

32J • Susta, Die f9m1sgha'me Yt!! ~ K2!l!A vgn Trimt unter

(Vienna, 1904-14), It p. 171..
31,..,,,,,,,,,,

~Hence:f()rth, cited as Susta.)

"wwiA, XCVIII, pp. 185, 191.

aU£! ;tV

JJ
because Ph1lip did not want it known there was a difference of opinion between
him and the Pope.

Ayala's mission was rather late, four months after the

pr0-

mulgation of the bull of convocation; but the king had taken time to confer
wi th his special advisory committee.

One Nason wl'\v he made so much ado about

the bull was that it had been solemnly published and the explanations and assurances given by the Pope in his letters to the king, or by word of mouth to
Vargas, were not considered suf't.1cient to erase the impression that it was
going to be a new

COU1'1(d~.

Ayala, therefore, was instructed to seek a formal

declaration by the Pope that the Councll of Trent was a legit.im&te and universal. councll, its decrees were obl1gato17 and no longer subject to discussions.
This vas a ditt.1cult task, the king's ministers real1zed, but not to be aVOided,
considering the harm it would cause the Church without such a declaration.

One

could not risk invalidating the decrees passed at the Counc1l of Trent.
The evidence shows that Ayala failed in what he had set out to do.

had reached Rome in the middle of April.
Holy Father.

am

bad several conferences with the

His reports to Spain had one theme:

rewording the bull.

He

there was UttJ.e chance of

It was a matter of dignity and self-pride, he wrote, some-

thing that touched a sensitive spot, especially since the bull had been sub~tted

to persons considered as p1llars of learn.irlg before its proclamation.

It was taken as v1rtuaJ.ly a degradation of the papal authori tq to accept dictation from the Spanish coUl't, as though the Holy See needed to be told wb.a t

to doly.,.
On May 4, Vargas am .t\Yala sent a joint report that the Pope had offered

rtJlem an explanation

am

a decided refusal

to amend the bull.

y.,.~, 'VI, pp. 252-55. Susta, I, p. JO ff.

But Pius IV had

r
dded a promise to send a special brief to Philip to assure the mona.rch that the
ounci! was a contintt.a.tion and that the decrees of Trent were valid.

This was

oing to be a. secret brief, but the king could furnish his prelates oopies to
ring to Trent, so that in case t.he oouncil introduced matters that had already
&en approved, Vargas asSlll"eO. the king that the prelates "could leave the COUll-

11 and forget the entire thing, without losing their honor or incurring the
ensure of God and men. nJ5
~en

Philip n received the May 4 report from Vargas and A;yala, he held

nother consultation with his special. cOl.mttee.

He listened to their opinions

finsJ.ly agreed to .accept the ttnl"$vised bull of 2 December 1560, together

th the promised secret brief f'1"OO1 the Pope.

e sought, but it was the next best th.ing.

The latter was not the solution

The politico-religious situation in

ance urged the open1.ng of the u.n1versal council, and the Pope had guaranteed
hat he

am

his Spanish ad:visers had been fighting for, namely, that the council

oon to reopen was a continuation, tha.t the future assembly was not going to
uch what he.d already been promulgated in the past.

Besides, the Spanish oourt

information that the Pope had also promised to send pertinent instructions
the legates at Trent. J6
The final decision of' PhUip 'Has first reported to Rome in a dispatch of'
e papal nuncio in Spain de. ted June.5.

The king of' Spain had a.greed to all

he Pope's ideas, and was in the process of choosing the prelates to send to

He was stud3ing the lists received from his various kingdoms ani those

35.&li, VI, pp. 26.3-65.

Be~trag!,

b1S~'~~~

J6,QI, VIII, p. 228.
p • .366. The tirst Spani.sh
n Trent on 26 Sept.ber 1561, Bishop Aciedo Moya de Contreras, ~. of
"

...."
/,

!7':

.,' , j

(-;~

,,\' \
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whom he personaJ.1y approved were g1ven orders to start their journey as Boon as
the SUlllmer heat of August was passed. Y1

Official contirma.tion of PhUip's consent arrived in Rome on 2 July 1561,
"amid the greatest satisfa.ction and contentment."

A few other obstacles held

up the opening session, but the main diff'icul.ties were solved as far as spain
was comerned.

Six months later, on 18 January 1.562, the solemn inauguration

of the third convocation of the Council of Trent was held. J8

YlSusta., I, pp. 44-45. Ga.chard, I, p • .518.

lU".Ii, VI, pp. }42-46.

J8sus ta., l22. £it.

COWIN, XCVIII, p. 234.

PRQfONENTIBUS

the present chapter is a brief

~ATIS

~is

of a dispute that arose between

the Holy See and Spain concerning conciliar protocol, or the right to propose
matter for discussion at the Council of Trent.

This incident had been de-

scribed in a burst of anger by the Pope as a ster1J.e debate ever an empty ablative absolute and bas not engaged the interest ef historians as much as ether
controversies, but the issue involved was a significant one.

The Spaniards had

come to '.trent with specific referm measures, but the opening decree 1mmediately
antagonized them fer they claimed that it denied them freedom to brlng up their

proposals for discussion.

They objected to a phrase which they interpreted to

mean the exclusive control of the debates by the presiding legates.

The con-

troversy that was raised was on the external procedure of the ColmCil and it
raised stoms of protest whenever the sessiens did not prooeed accerding to the
wishes of the Spaniards.
1

Some time before the solemn reopening of the Coune:U, -the Cardinal Seer

tary ot State sent instrtlct.i.ons to Trent that the pl"ooodure adopted during the

second convocation of the COunoll ot Trent in 1551-52 should again be tollowed.
t4atter for disoussion was introduced by tho papal lega.te.

On occa.sion,

the

seoretary of the Council read a statement of the topic for discussion '¥1hioh had
beer! prepared by the prasid:b16 canmi ttco.

J6

In the debates thAt followed, ea.ch

37
vote was recorded by the secretary.

Preparatory to the plenary session, any

number of general. congregations were held.

These were the heart of the Coun-

cil because conciliar business was transacted in these meetings: the admission

ot royal ambassadors, the announcement ot papal cotmnunications, the revision
and prel1m1nary approval. ot decrees.

A decree was not finally ratified until

it had first been passed by the fathers at the general. congregations.

As the

name implies, everyone was expected to attend these congregations, which were
distinct from the particular gatherings of the various groups in Trent.

The

important private meetings were those ot the theologians who had the initial.
task of drafting doctrinal decrees.
specific group.

Reform decrees were not the work of a.ny

otten the papal legates themselves, in consUltation with a

selected few, drafted the first copy of a decree; at other times, the royal
ambassadors or the prelates were asked their suggestions, which were examined
by the legates before being subdtted to the congregation.
matter was referred to Rome.

More serious

Of the other private asser.1blios, mention might

be made of the national groups, not the least of which was the Spanish bloc.
Formal. promulgation of a conciliar deoree was made in the solemn plenary
session.

This was a gala affair, attended by all who were in an:; way connectsi

with the work of the Council, but not all enjoyed the right to vote. 1

In anticipation of the reopening session finally set for 18 January

1562, the Spanish prelates held private meetings in the residence of Pedro
Guerrero, archbiShop ot Granada.

There were only about twelve prelates from

Spain at this time in 'l'l"ent, not counting the bishops of other nationalities
1Gabriel Palleotto, "Acta Sacrosanct! Oecumenici Conoilii Tridentini
sub Pio IV Pontirice Ha.ximo," in Augus..:t1nus 'l'he1ner, Acta Genuini SSt Oecumemci Concilii Trident1n1 (Zagrabia Lcroat1i/, 1874), II, pp • .526-34. susta,
I, nn, 40, 10';,

-,----------------------------------------------------------------~
subject to the rule of Ph:Uip

n.

They fomed the biggest national. group and

they won the respeot of others, not only by the external soph1stioation of theil
manner o.nd orass, but especially by their learning and orthodoJ\V.

They num-

bered oertain eminent prelates among them, such as the oanonist Antordo Agustin,

bishop of Lerida, the affable Pedl'o Gonzalez de Hend.oza., bishop of Sa.lama.noa,
whom the legates used to mediate with the more intransigent of the Spaniards,
and Pedro Guerrero hiln.self, known as an able't.heologi:m.
The purpose of their meetings was

2

to marshall their a.rgum.ents and. pre-

sent a united :front to push their dema.nd for an explioit decla.ration that the
present convoca.tion was a continuation of the Council of Trent.
about, this, the legates feared for the

Cour~

On

hearing

lest it be dissolved even before

it had begun, for the Imper.1aJ.ists and. the Frenoh had signified their intention
to stay AtIl\'V i f such a declaration was made.
In this strained atmosphere, the first presiding legate,
Gonzaga. of .r-ra.ntuA, slllml10ned a general cOllgloegation on
days before the opening.
\,r,"3:"e

~

Ercole

15 Janu.ar;y lj52, thr&e

Among other things, detaUs of the inaug\:ral session

outJ.ined, but its main task was the enactment of two decrees, one to for-

mauy resume the Counc:U of Trent, the other
plenary session.

to announce the date of the next

A draft of the opening decree had been prepa1"ed by a special

Sroup appointed by the legates, who had to make sure that the words of the

decree l."Ou.ld be acceptable to both those who wanted an expllc1t statement of
continuation a.ncl those who wanted the Counall. to be a new indiction.

l-Iassa-

rel.lo, the seoretar.Y' of the Couno:U, read a. copy of the opening decree before
the assembled prelates, after which Cardinal Hadrutius of Trent stood up and

2'I'heiner, I, pp. 665-75.

.Q!, li, p. 635.
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accepted it in the name of all those present.

No dissenting vote was recorded

and the congregation closed with a. reading of a letter from the Pope.:3
!:!oxt dq, January 16, Guerrero shocked everyone by announcing his disapproval of the decree.

He was not satisfied with its wording .a.ni he was with-

drawing his 'VOte unless the clause, proponenY,bB$ legatis (non the proposal of
the legates"), was removed.

He said it was a novel expression which tended

rather to limit the freedom of conciliar discussions.

.Explicit insertion of

the phrase into the decree could only mean that the presiding legates wanted to
exercise e.xolu.s1ve rights of deciding which subject to treat in the Council.
This was an abuse and. the heretics might seize upon the phrase as a pretext
for not coming to Trent because there would be no freedom durlng the sessions.

On learning about this, the legates deputed l>1assarello to work out an
agreement with Guerrero.

The secretary of the Council pointed out to the arch-

bishop that a deere. approved by a general congregation was a conciliar deci..
sion and could not be changed so 11ghtJ.y.
r61"O

140re importantJ.y, the phrase Guer-

questioned did not curtail free discussion or tree proposal of the subjec

matter.

The legates would certa1nl.y allow the fathers to introduce what they

considered good for the Church.

Besides, was not he, Guerrero, fUl"n1shed with

a copy before he voted 1
A copy of the decree had indeed been shown in private

wbich he had had no difficulties.

to Guerrero with

At the general congregation, the archbishop

had been f'urnished 'With another oopy of the same decree and, together with the

other fathers in the congregation, Guerrero had cast an atrirmative vote.

Not

)Palleotto, pp. 530 ff. £I, VIII, pp. 291-92, note 2; n, pp.472,
284, note 5. OOuze-Mansi, !1!!2!lL~!- (Lucca, 1761), IV, p. 210. Susta, I,
p. 165.
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incident. 5 He tried in vain 1:.0 show the tallac:.v in Guerrero's arguments.
those Italians merely being contentious 'I
seeking to

a~use

~-J'ere

liel':l

they enemies of united effort,

"the author! ty of the Council so peaces.bly begun?

As for the

Protestants and heretics, they absented them.selves because their op1nions had

al..rea.d\v been condemned, not because there would be no freedom at the CouncU.
There was really nothing wrong with the words Guerrero comp1.a:ined about.

To

propose was not to decide, and freedom. was in choosing, not in proposing
things

to choose from.
The archbishop was not convinced.

Before they parted, Seripando offer«

1:.0 bring the matter again 1:.0 the attention of the fathers, even to s'IlIlmJOn them

to a second general. congregation. Guerrero said nothing.
To the legates, Guerrero's turn,...about was a complete surprise, but they

did not oonsider it a major obstacle to the reopening of the Council.

The

decree bad been lll'W'1.1.mously approved in a general. oongregation, and the opening session was held as scheduled.

The decree was solemnly promulgated on

18 Ja11llal7 1562, with four dissenting votes from Guerrero and three other
Spanish prelates, the bishops of Orenae, Leon, and JUmeria..
Spaniards ratified their approval of the inaugural decree.

The other

6

i1
News of the events at Trent drew an immediate response f'nIm Vargas, the

Spanish agent in Romo.:,;1thout lmitine for instructions from Philip II, he

lvrote a long letter to Archbishop Guerrero on January 31, supporting the

5.cI, II, pp. 472, 5S4-56; VIII, pp. 291...92.
6ThEd..ner, I, p. 676.

susta. I, p. 164.
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Protesting obedience to the Holy

latter's stand against the opening decree.

See, Vargas oxpressed concern about tho w::xy the CouncU was proceeding, at

least from what he had gathered from the first decree.
of' the decree, he admitted, but also much against it.

There was much in favor
There was no mention of

continuation ani an unu.suru.. cJ.ause, l:1mJXIDept4bus legatis, had been inoluded
for which the Spaniard satlT no reason at all.

.And Vargas launched. himself' on

an avalanche of reasons to delete it !rom the decree.

It was a radical innovation, he began, a dishonor to the Holy See.
killed conciliar authority, stif"led. free conciliar action.
had always presided over a council.

Vargas saw no diffioulty in this,

for the legates enjoyed. all the honors due to their dignity.
~~.

but this had not always been true.

There was, next,

legates ought to direct oonciliar proceeding
~

fAAW, caesaro-papist a.buses bad allow

secular rulers to inil:ueooe the councils.
or coact!ve presidency.

'ro be sure, legates

But the word Iipreside H had three meanings.

There was, first, an honorary presidency.

a dil"octive presidency.

It

Lastly, there was an authoritative

And this Vargas explained by recalling bistorical

precedent.
First of all, he said, at Constance there was no problem of the presidency of tho CouncU.

The soh1sm. had been going on and the presiding lega.to

had been named by the Council, not by the Pope

of Hasle, the question bad oaused an uproar.
praotices had controlled the oounclls.

woo

had fled.

In the Counoll

Up t1ll then, oaesaro-papist

Had Pope Eugene IV (1431-47) insisted

on imposing the authority of the papal legates over the Council, the gathering
would have :1llImediately dissolvad.

Thero would have been no freedom, for con-

ciliar decision would have been subjoct to subsequent approval by Rome.

The

essence of conc:Uiar act10n would have disappeared, since decisions would have
depended on one or two persons only.

That was why, at Basle, Eugene's ap-

pointee bad been :received on conlition that he exercised only directive presidency.7
liaS

Finally, at Florence the problem did not appear, for the Pope himself

present.

Now, in the previous sessions of Trent, there was a slight alter-

cation in that the legates of Popes Paul.
wanted

m

and Julius

m

were the ones who

to preside and promulgate what they wanted. But tht!lre bad been a close

harmony between the legates and the synod.

Since the legates were tradi tiOD-

ally accorded the titJ.e "conciliar president," a new custom h.a.d sprung up.

The name of' the legates thus came to be included in the conciliar decrees, in
some such phrase as "the Holy and. Universal Synod, under the presiding authority of' the legates of' the same Apostolio Sea• • • • U

This was taken to be

merely an expression of' what had always been understood, in order to e:xpJ.ioate

the authority exercised by the legates.

No one denied that authority.

the present inclusion of the words mmnentiRus

bega~s

But,

showed that the le-

gates intended to exercise their authority in aU three meanings of the word
"preside. It This meant, therefore, that t.t.'le legates would assert to thElllSel ves
unlimited coactive power, which would be the end of' free conciliar action.
Va.rgas added that it came as no surprise that only a few had dissented

wi th the decree.

h1'i thout expllcitJ.y saying so, he suspected a plot behind the

7Vargas hovers dangerously close to conoiliarism..

Papal. intallibili ty

and papal suprem.a.cy over a oouncil is, of course, a doctrinal tenet of the
l~n

Catholic Church, defined atte.t Va.rgas. See for more deta:Us F. Cereceda,
tiEl. nacionalismo religioso espanol en l'rento,t1 ms~a. 5 (1945), pp. 2)6-85,
a.~ J);1ego Wmz 1m 1& i'umPi ftA1~0~& de Su TiepIQO, l;5l.2-1~5 (1-1adrid. 194546 ), II, p. 1:32. This is an exa:mple of how skillfully Vargas can use facts to
support his O"IM Vlews. rIot without reason was he kept in Rome to represent
Spanish interests.

r
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move of the legates who, he argued, arranged to distribute copies of the decree
moments 'before the voting, in order to leave very little time to reflect on it.

If, he concluded, the legates trulY did not intend to smother tree conciliar
debate, the phrase should be remoTed..

8

Meantime, other pens were busy.
port to cardinal Borromeo.

On February 16, the legates sent a re-

They intormed. him ot Vargas' letter, attributing

some intangible but not improbable motive to the intervention ot Vargas.

His

words were rather pretentious, they wrote, and he would want to see the

Spaniards honored as the leading personal1 ties who gave direction to the Coun-

cil.

But, they explained,

It.

•

•

. to propose has to be understood. It

it is not in this direction that /)he righ!7
Ultimately, Vargas asserted, the articles

already settled in the past sessions

ot Trent would all be called in question

and discussed anew, including the decree on justitication. 9
On the s.te day, Guerrero wrote a letter to King Philip,

a fragment exists.

ot which only

But it is clear from the context that the archbishop sought

the monarch' IS personal intervention.
Your letters • • • will carry great weight ("valdran mucho") • • • •
the decree is not amende!7 it will be Detter if your Majesty
orders us back to our churches, for nothing will be done. His Holiness manitesta his will to the legates, they propose fitJ and all
the Italians, even same non-Italians, then give their assent. Now
your Majesty will understand what can be don!Oand of what use the Council will be with this manner [Ot procedUor!.7.

jJ.t

8

Be1trae. PP • .387-93.

9
Susta, I. PP. 26-29.

10

Beitrag!, P. 399.
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On March }, perhaps to forestaJ.l Philip, Cardinal Borromeo dispatched a
communique to Bishop Crivello, the papal nuncio in Spain.
the information received from. Trent.

He did not relay aU

He merely advised the nuncio to tell. the

king that Rome was aware that Vargas had written to Guerrero.

Then Crivello

was to explain that the opening decree had been examined by all before it was

put up for voting.

It was a conciliar decree and required similar conciliar

action to change it.

The disputed phrase had been incJ.. uded merely for orderly

procedure and to avoid contusion in the sessions.

The legates would be glad

to introduce matter for discussion i f suggested at the proper time. This was
part of the role of the legates, namely, to introduce articles for discussion.
Decisions were made according to the votes of the fathers. l1
The attitude of Philip II is revealed in the letters he sent to Rome on
March 22 and JO.

Considering the agitation of Vargas and Archbishop Guerrero,

the king manifested an initial. lack of enthusiasm that is quite a contrast.
In the second of these letters, he wrote that he was making an appeal. to the
Holy Father, as the first thing one ought always

opening conciliar decree could not be revoked.

to do.

He realized that the

Instead, he suggested making a

public announcement that the legates, despite the contrary' impreSSion, did not
object to tree debates at the Council and were w1lJ.ing to listen to proposals
from the fathers.

This suggestion was made because rumors had reached the

from the north that the Catholics had also been scandalized at the wording of
12
the decree and quite concerned about the 11m1tations imposed on the Council.

11susta, II, p. J99
12~, II, p. 48S.

susta, II, pp. 78-79.
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After he reoeived Philip's letter, the Pope made known his own opinion
on 28 April 1562.

Together with a oopy of the ki,ng's note, Pius sent instruc-

tions to Trent, briet instructions that deoisi vely demolished the arguments of
Vargas at one stroke:
• • • let Us not be tor doing something not worthy of Us, nor would We
wish you to do.1t YOUJ:Selves. ~>Je would thus answer you just a.s ~ie had
partly hinted 1J>etor~ that, Sinoe the deoree (''l! 9.2!!") has been approved and confirmed by the vote of the whole counoil, even it two had
been opposed, it would be aga:inst ~e freedom of the said council to
wish now to put it in doubt. • • •
One might expect that this would put an end to the incident, especia.lly
sinoe on April 18 J ten days betore the papal instructions, the Harqu1s of
Pescara, pro-tempore Spanish orator at the Council, had written to his Catheli
Majestq that the legates, in their haste to open the Council, had not been
partioularly ooncerned about the formula of the opening decree aM did not giv
that much weight to the offensive phrase.

The decree had been worded only wi

an eye to orderly sessions, and the king oould rest assured that conciliar
freedom was not endangered.

14

This was followed on Nay 7 by a :tuJ.l report

which the legates thanse.l. ves composed for Philip,

~

m292 S! lGstoria,

justi-

fying the decree and answering, at the same time, oharges of procrastinating

and stalllng in the recent meetings.

The h;\sto£ia recalled the initial acti-

vities of the Council and tried to prove that Guerrero and his oompanions misread what "to all persons ot intcUligence is most apparent and does not in itself invite a.rry sort of a doubt• • • • 1,15 'then on Hay 15. the Holy Father

13

susta, II, pp. 98-99.

14CODQIN, IX, pp. 12.5-26.
15
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tact.tully adroonished the king of Spain to guard against the :m1sctlrected zeal of
his royal. ministers and prelates.

Under cover of detending the freedom of

'I'rent, they sought instead to suppress it:
Where has it ever been seen that Our legates were not the ones who introduced the matter for debate in the councils? Now since the entire counell, except for two (and even the;y had at first Signified their approval
al though afterwards they immediately repented of thEdr action), had decreed that it ~nmtibus 1egatJ.s7 was good to prevent cont'Usion and
preserve order, how can We, or ought We, to revoke the decree • • • • ?
This would be to destroy ~6treedom of the council, and put in doubt
all the past decrees. • • •
These were wasted words as tar as Vargas was concerned.

In a stormy

interview early in Mq 1562, the Pope had admitted to the ambassador that the

decree had not been reterred to him beforehand and that he was dissatisfied
with it when he had finally .received a copy.

Nonetheless, since the CouncU

had promulgated it, Pius was not going to touch it, but he promised to consult

the legates about it.
This was to challenge the Spaniard.

Vargas taught against the clause

precisely because he objected to a113 exercise ot author! tu by the legates, unless it was to serve merely as the mouthpiece ot the Pope.

'l'ilIle and. again, in

the two years that the dispute dragged on, Vargas assailed the conduct of the
Council Ul'Kler the d1rection ot the "legates, some ot them, a.n::i other Card1nals

.GhiI have

their interests. • • • ,;17 Vargas harbored an invincible prejudice

against the legates of the Council and he had never been quite reconciled to tlu
appointment at either Cardinal. Gonzaga or Ca.rd.1nal Seripanda as legates ot
Pius IV to Trent.
tions.

He

invariably detected a sinister motive behind the1r a.c-

Prqpo.pent1bys ::\ega:t1s was just one

ot several occa.sions when he alamor«

16~. t pp. 197-98.
l7Ibid., pp. 149-52. BeitrM:e. pp. 484-85.
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aga:inat what he considered the usurpat1.on of authoritQ by the lega.tes, a. vUe
triok in the name of religion to use the Councll fOll' the1r own sElU'ish ends.

But neither did Rome oonsider Vargas to be as single-minded as he
In the words ot C&1:d1nal Borromeo. he Itseeks to bel.abor Bis

claimed to be.

Hollness and this pious interest Lior eono1l1a.r treedoi/1n ever'!! way he

oan. ).8

~lore

bluntJ.y and perhaps more

C01"'.reCtJ.y II

Pius IV told the 8.lIbusador

to his face on several occasions that he was ambitioUB and obnox1ous,

wanti~

to have his say in every s1ngle issue, censorious and alwqs in opposit:l.on

to

action.

papal.

other men would

have reooile:i before this broadside, but mt Vargas.

As he ment.ioned in his several. letters to the king

am

to the oth.er royal

ambassadors of .Philip elsewhere, he sut.terecl tbis insul. t but used the oppor-

tunity to remind the Pope that he was much obliged to PbU1p II for the kingts
servioe to God and the "holy zeal. with which, as defender of the Fa1th and of
tbis Holy See and the anthontQ of the Counoil. /fds lIfttJ.jesti/ ocoupies h:L"l-

19

selt. It

iv
It is not necessary to t3:-ace all the 1nciden't,-s of this quarrel.

two years the oourt of
clause, R£9P9n!llt2-bUS
gas.

He

For

:;''pain kept up its t;pious 1ntarestu in the fate of the

tgas..s.

'rho one most interested in the atf'ai%" vms Vu-

l'orsona1ly felt :responsiblo for the

l1tal"Oh

of' tho Covnc:U because he

was thG nlin1ster of tho most powe1'ful. monarch ''whom God has placed in these

18Busta,

n,

pp. 93-94.

19~QpgJji!. IX, pp.. 13.5-J7 •

times as tho remedy and protection of the Church and of this Holy See, and ot
the authority a..'ld liberty of the council. • • • ,,20 His letters to the king of
Spa.in 1mrariably urged that something "ought to be done" about the "unlimited"
pa'.rGl"

of the legates in cOlltJ:'ast to the impotence of' the prelates to propose

and aocomplish ;tsOLlethillg worthwhUe" at Trent.

l1tU\Y reasons wsre adduoed: the

leg..:tos couli.l shcl..ve an.;y issue that adversely affected them, as proven by the

continuation disag:rct3t1lent; the legates mis1nf'ormeu the .Pope who blindly seconded. their deoisions; it was not a. true universal oOl.U'1Cil beca:use at Trent
one hee.rd or did "absolutely only what the legates wanted!t; the legates Itdo not
bonsent to include in the acts of the councU either the individual votes or

!the objections which are raised by salle in the sessions, which is • • • to del\V
!the treed4m of the counoil. n2l
'l'here were at least £1:f'teell occasions during the pel'1od of fourteen
~nths from

[the Pope.

February 1562 to April 1.56), when Vargas brought up the question to

In these audiences, he me~ repeated the same arguments.

lWas really no advance in ideas, although the acousations
~nderstandablYt Pius IV exploded in anger a number
~da.tillg

nature, peeved

py the importunity

tlOt

b~ame

l'here

more bitter.

ot t:1mes, despite his &oeo-

only by the pettiness or the Ybole issue, but also

ot the Spa.nish ambassador.

That Philip II was not at first exei ted about the clause is not unusual.
~or h:i..ro.

He we always slow in coming to a decisi.on and he needed mora motiva-

ition than was initially provided by the agitated. dispatches of Vargas and

Guerrero.
20See the letters ot: Vargas 2iss1m in

2l.9QDQ~,

IX, pp. 223-24.

~trM.e.

so
His first petS. tion to the Pope has al.ready been mentioned.

By the

second bal.f of M8¥ 1.562, another suggestion was presented to the king by Vargas.
He reported being disillusioned by what he called the procrastination of the
Pope, and when an answer had £'inaJ.ly been given, it was what bad uways been
quoted before: " • • • 1 t was not possible

.001' the decree til be

touched in

any way, even with an appended uplanatory statement • • • since it had been
passed by the synod and tiOuld bring great d1shonor to the Holy See ar¥i to the

legates. • • • II

Vargas remarked that the affair could be closed in a s1m1lar

way to the continuation debacle.

Before the erd of the Council, provision

should be made to 1nclude in the concU1ar acts a declaratory note that .m:2-

pontnt1bus lega.t4.s was never intended to destroy the freedom of the prelates
22
to propose matter for discussion in the Counc:U.

At this tdme, it had become obvious to everyone at the papal. court, including Vargas h1mself, that the Pope disliked the Spanish ambassador and
wanted him recalled to Spain.

A replacement bad been appointed, but he was

detained at home because of Sickness, forcing Vargas to continue as PhUip's
agent in Rome, suffering "unbearable martyrdoms" from the Pope, which "is a
normal tb1ng. • • • 2J

f.

But even 1f Vargas was persg
made an impreSSion on Philip.

m.n grata to

the Pope, his letters bad

The king had had the time to st~ the question

and he had begun to see that the representations of his prelates and lay ambassadors were not

compl.e~

w1tbout founda.tion.

In October 1562, the ld.ng sent

.,

:Jr

a long letter to the Elnperor.

He asked Ferdinarrl to oommand his men at 'trent

to join the Spaniards in demanding a solution to the controversy.

That 1s to

say, the Imperialists were to back a pet1t.ion of Pb.1.l.:1p for a declarat.ion that
the disputed clause was not a ll:mitation of the freedom to propose matter for
disoussion in the Co'Ul1Cil.

The idea was to put pressure on the Counc1l, sinoe

Rome had always refused to aot independently of the fathers at Trent.

The

declaration would serve, acoording to Phil1p, as the answer to the "calumnies,
blasphemies and saorilegious words against the Holy See. II
cluded. among the ooncUiar aots

am. would

It should be in-

not be an embarrassment to the le-

gates since it was meraly a "cJ.ar1.t"1oation ('deglsaciOn') of their intention,

not a revooation or a retraotation. ,,24
Pb1l1p was gambling on the interest shown by his uncle for freedom to

introduce the ImperiaJ. reform libtll wp..
able reply.

On

JO

December 1562, the Emperor manifested. £uU agreement with

his nephew, fOX" nthout the right
have "very li ttJ.e

And at first, PbU1p received a favor-

Lchanci/ or no

ot free proposal, the plans of reform would

results could be expected.. • • • ,,25

Discussion on the refom art1cJ.es had now become so heated that there

was

da~er

of dissolving the Council.

Questions on the divine or human basis

of episcopal residence, the intromission of the Gall10an theory of ooncU1ar

superiority to the Pope, the Imperial demand for the chalice tor the la1ty
clerioal marriage were debated nth
poned several times.

a.cr1mo~

am.

and the pl.ena.ry session was post-

To top it all, Gonzaga died on 2 March 156). tollowed by

the death of Seripando two weeks later.

S2
ca.rd1nal

~10rone

was named to succeed Gonzaga. and he decided to proceed

to Innsbruok, the Imperial residence, while the Council was going on, bef'ore

assuming legatdne duties at Trent.
succeeded in

mitigati~

He was vel.l liked by the &!peror am he

Ferd1na.ndt s demands, while obtainS.ng important oon-

cessions in return.
The situation in mid-Apr1l1S6J was something like this.

Ferdinand was

conVinced by Morone to leave the controverted clause in the deoree, and the
Card1nal approved a "limited" right of' proposal. at the CouncU.

Lay procura-

tors would have the right to introduce subjects for deliberation only when the
1 egates themselves f'ailed to do so.

But the successf'ul result of' lio1'One t s mission was not yet Im:nm in Rome.
There a special envoy of Phil1p, Luis de Av.Ua, Gram Commander of' Alcantara,

was negotiating with the Pope.

Forced in a sense to ingratiate the only ally

that Pius IV could turn to, the Pontiff' capitulated to the danAnds ot Spain.
On

8 Ji.iq 1.563, a brief was signed enjoining the legates at Trent to make a

public declarataon about p;oponentiby Jaegat,1s:
• • • these princes insist so much on the freedom of' the coun.cil and they
believe that those word.s npropgjlent:U'?U$ JaegMM," included without Our
knoldedge, remove this ~ Be pleased to announce betore the fathers
in cOl'lgl'$gation or in
session that it has never been Our intention to rcaove with this /.Cla"Usi/ the .freedom of' the oouncil, but rather
to avoid contusion. nence, make a publio declaration that the oounoil is
t"ree. If' tJw synod
add an amendment amlUt the said words
• • • • But rest assured that what the tathers
oompletely LfroLl the dec
will. do regarding this
ssUi/ We approve. • • .26'···

J.:pl;;;;;;.t

apP2VG,

This complete surrender to Spa1n. pleased Philip II.

He ordered Luna,

his agent at the ConnoU, to handle the situation "with all dexterity and in
secret, and see if it wUl be good to put i t ~e brief of' Pius IV o£

I-Iay

§I
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into execution immediately or to consult Us further. • • • n27
The legates were astounded.

They protested to the &I1peror, hoping

Ferdinand would restrain his nephew, or, at least, postpone the matter until
the next plenary session.

}lorone espec1.a.lly objected violently.

He wrote to

cardinal Bonomeo on 17 June 1563 that a. request

••• more dangerous than this has never been made by a ki.ng, that a
decree passed in ~ general O<)ng:regation and subsequently ra.tified in
the session by one h~ and ten tathers, of whom only two
at
tirst given their consent were opposed. should be l'avoked• • • • "

wbor

Ph:Uip would bo pleased, continued lI1orone, i f an amenciment was passed to

explain that the phra.se did not ourtaU freedom.

But what f'reedom1

From the

words of Luna himself, the presiding legate deduced, it was just the "right

ot

the ambassadors a.nd prelates to introduce a.t the congregation whe.tever it

pleases them. ,,29
These protests served the purpose.

Luna wrote to Ph:U:1p that he had

been torced to a.ccept a solution offered by the lega.tes.

The Counoil was

occupied with mora ser:tous matter and if Philip was willing to set aside for
the moment the brief of Pius IV, the legates Pl"Otrl.sed. in lv"riting th.at the Coun-

cU would not be closed w.:l.thout making a declaration ot the disputed phrase. 30

On August 12, the &n.peror oonnnunicated with PbUip.

F~

first explained

that it had been traditional for emperors and kings to propose betore the
oils measures that were for the welfare of the Christian states.

COUll-

'l'bis had

never been denied ruxl the legates, t.hl-ough Horon&, had assured the &aperor of

27 ~:Uh IX, p. 1-;2 ft.
28susta, IV, pp. 71-72.

29~.
JO

llll tll\j.

IX~ 1m. 469-10.

his right.

The legates also recognized that emperors and kings could rightly

complain 1£ tlx:tngs

~ ~nenQBm

l?RPu1.i l<lere not taken up in the councils.

In

conclusion, he wrote, "I have agreed. as far as it concerns me only, that those
words • • • stay in the first decree. • ••

Nonetheless, I did not wish by 1tG"

consent to prejudice your Highness or the other ldngs and princes, with whose
views and

COWlSel

I do not wish to disagree on this point. • • • uJl

Philip thus found himsalf alone in his attempts to amend the opening
decree that legalized the sessions already eoing on.

Asked by the papal nuncio

in Spain wlw', despite the constant good will manifested towards him, he continued importuning the Pope, the king answered that he was in a sense forced to

accede to the wishes of his mnisters.

And th41 Duke of Alva, reminded of the

unpleasant situation that ha.d devel.oped in Trent because the freedom to make
proposals had opened the gates for the Imper1al reform articles, confessed that
their ceaueless agitatiQn 1"rolr1 Spain was due to a fear lest another Pa.ul. IV
appear and treat the Spanish king a.nd his successors just as the Carafa pope
had done recently.

Some assurance was so-aght that the future councils, JUva

added, 1£ they werEi to be truly representative
'=<2
be free and not manipule.ted by one or two.';

The reference was l.l'fJm1stakable.

or

the universal Chln"ch. would

The Spanish court had never been racon-

cil.ed to the choice of conciliar legates made by the Pope.

Vargas and. before

him, Cardinal Pacheco t had tried in vain to prevent the appointment of Gonzaga
and Serlpando.

Views espoused by these men regarcling the doctr.Lne

cation appeared dangerously close to the Lutheran position.

Jl ~. t pp. J!ll-5i3.
32susta. IV, pp.

.539-40.

or

justifi-

Spanish intransi-

ss
gence, plus other less lofty motives, could not tolerate this.

They feared the

worst !rem the Council, with men like Gonzaga and Seripando mlding the key
position.

But even after the latter had died and Spanish forebodings proved

to be unfounded, the followers of PhUip remained unl"eOOnciled.
v
By the fall of

1563, the question was st:Ul an unsolved issue. The le-

gates had given the w.ritten pl."'Old.se that scme time betore the end of the Council, a declaration would be made regarding the phrase.

This had given rise to

a rumor around the Spanish court that the Pope was going to listen to the royal
dEll'.Dal'Jds and that the legates would be properly instructed by Rome.

However,

the Pope would st1llleave the issue open for voting, "tor, i f not, it would be
destroying the freedom of the council, which the king does not want. "33
Luna meanwhile bad reoeived. further inst1"l1Ctions !rom. Ph:U1p.

Even

without these dispatches, the Count would have probably acted on his own and
pressured the legates at Trent to make the declaration as soon as possible.

He

feared lest the dEiL&y would eventually end in the side-stepping of the issue.
The ltal.1ans were urging the prompt ending of the Council, and Luna rightly
caloulated that this might prov.Lde a pretext for avoiding completely the question of the inaugural decree or its proper formulation.
were of greater weight would receive prior oonsideration.

Other measures which
But, for aJ.l his

activiw, he could not br1ng the legates to a decisive action on the clause
PlSlP2D'n1ii1-Rus l!£at4s.

The latter always feU back on their basic stand that

the Holy Father had left the question open for voting and the legates could not

)3~., p • .]V).
a.

speak or act for the entire
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Council. J4

Rome, however, saw the thing a littJ.e d1fferentJ.y.

Vargas had alrea.c\Y

left in ret.1rEltl16nt, but the letters from the nuncio in Spain repeated the
standing demand of PhUip.

turned to his advantage.

The king had finally seen that the dispute could be
He had instructed Luna. to follow closely the decision:

at Trent comern1ng WOP2nentA\ms.

For, if the prelates were allowed to intro-

duce matter to the Council, someone oould tlCOlne up to propose am. deal 'With
what ooncerns our rights and our dignity • • • • ,,35
Pope Pius IV thus saw no other solution but to satAsf'Y the Spanish king.

On 15 October 1563, he sent a second brief on the matter to the CouncU.

rwanted it

He

to be known 'Without an:y doubt that the clause did not suppress the

freedom of the Council:
• • • by these present, \>Je declare and define • • • that the freedom of
the council is not suppressed, or that some right of some person has been
enlarged or suspended, but each one retains the same pl"iv.U~es and the
same freedom ~ everything • • • as he enjoyed before the Lope'l"llni/
decree. • • •

There was still some hesitation on the part of the legates, bti.t by 11
November 1563, an artiole was included among the reform canons approved by the
twenty-fourth plenary session of the Council:
The Holy Synod, wish1ng that no occasion for doubt mq ever anse from the
decrees promulgated by it • • • declares by w"¥ of explanation that it has
not been its intention, through the a.forem.entioned words, that the customary procedure of discussing the questions in the general oouncils should
be in Sl13 detail altered, or that anything new, beyond what in the sacred
canons 03:" in the fomula of t,., general synods has hereto:f'ore been decided,
be added or subtracted• • • •

CHAPTER IV

One reason why PhUip II had agreed to the resuznption of the Council of
Trent wa.s his desire to help effect a universal moral reform.

Much as he

wanted dogmatic positions clarit1ed, he believed it was particularly urgent
tha.t a general oouncil should establish disc1pl1nar,v norms.

Basic to reform

lQe.s the cor:rootion of the abuse of non-residence of the bishops and other

pralateB charged with the care of souls.

too

But there was much serious dissensio

among the

~ates

enacted.

The present cb..'\pter concerns that controversy.

in

logical. appraisal.
religious
decree.

orthodo~,

Councll before a decree on episcopal. residence was
This is not a theo-

The purpose is to finct what interests, other than those ot
ware involved in the disputes before the enactment of the

A second interrelated issue, that of the continuity of the Council, or

the relation between the third period of the COuncll of Trent with the two pre-

ceding periods, also occasioned some discussion.
trea.ted here.

This, too, w:Ul be brietly

Other questions, as, for example, the dispute on diplomatic

precedence, were rela.tively unimportant and ephemeral.; hence, they do not
deserve tuller trea:t:aent here.
i
After several attempts to draw up a sa.tisfactory refom so.Ja.ar¥, a first

draft of twelVe articles was presented. by the pa.pal1egates to the tathers on
11 March 1':;2.

The tirst article deal. t with the question of episcopal resi-
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dence, and. it proved to be a fertile topic for debate.

It reacb

Let the tathers consider what plan may be adopted in oreler that the patriarchs, archbishops, bishops, and the others who have the care of
soula may reside in their churches, and not be absent from them unless
it be for reason! that are just, honest, necessary, and useful. to the
Catholic Church.

Even betore the general congregations began, the Council fathers had
already divided into two groups on th18 subject.

One group, convinced that no

real reform would be possible until the prelates resided in their sees, saw

that it was necessary to declare the duty of residence as a divine command.
The other group held that residence was merely a human or ecclesiastical law.
A divine imperative of residence, they argued, would affect ttle interests of
the Holy See and jeopardise the authority of the Supreme Pontift.

The posi-

tion of the Span18h bishops was clear. There were about seventeen prelates
.from Spain at this time in Trent, and all, except the Dominican bishop

ot N10,

Pedro %aque, were in favor of the divine law.
On Apr1l 7, discussions on the first article of the schema were opened.

Archbishop Guerrero of Granada was one of the day's speakers.
definition of the law obliging the bishop to reside.

He demanded a

He claimed that def1ni-

tion would guarantee its f'Ul.fillment and put an end to absenteeism.
Guerrero voiced the majority opinion in the Council. That he had acted
under Philip's explicit orelara is hardly likely.

On

4 Hay l$62J1 Vargas, the

Spanish ambassador in Rome, wrote to his king that many believed that residence
was by divine command and. that there was no other way to stop clerical abuses
than to have it solemnized. by a formal conciliar decree.

Among ttle many who

supported Guerrero, Vargas commented, were "all the Car<Unals and those d other
l-rheiner, I, ,. 694.
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nations, aM of the ltaJ.ian
greater virtue • • • • n

Lna:t:A..oil,

those who are more intluent.i.aJ. and ot

'This conscious emuueration was not without sign:1f'icanoe

to Vargas. 2 Strongly opposed was cardinal Simonetta.

He had his group of

followers, but Vargas reported that it was public knowledge in Rome bow the
Cardinal. bad gone about in Trent soliciting and negotiating wi. th the fathers

for their negative vote.

Some of those who sided with Simonetta. were the

Curial officials of Rome attending thll) Cou.nell, and, of the bishops, the m.ore
prominent were tho bishops of Capo d' Istria and of' La. Cava. 3
In his own private report to t.'le king of' Spa.in dAted 18 AprU 1.562,
J.\l"i.as Gonzalez Gallego, the bisl'..op of Gerone., wrote that, the Spaniards had
~

iure diUng, whioh

seem.s to be what the legates ask in this pl"Oposi tion. ft

A declaration was

voted for a. declaration because uresidenoe • • • is

needed in order t.o

I1rt'rllO'Wl

the j;a'!U';fj of thi! complaints of' the heretics and

Catholics against diSpt'tMa.tion.<lJ 1I which fom the one principal impediment to
residenee. .. • • ,,4
An ltaJ.ian prelate, the future Pope Gregory XV, thf-.n bishop of Cremona,
summarized the Spanish pos! tion:

These Spanish lords have conducted themselves with moderation and better
than some of' OUrs
For, al.though some of them have declared
that the bishops ought to be allOlTOO to grant beneficed curacies freely,
as the ones who know the deserving and the unworthy better than others,
and • • • that so many pensions ought not to be bestowed on the bishops,

LitaJ.iani/.

2CODQIN, IX, pp. 1.52-.53.

3~., p. 154. .QI,VIII, pp. 429, 431-32.
4cgDOIN, II, p. 122.

sWl., not.fne of them bas used vulgar language ("A SbrogS.:tQII), except
one • • • •

what was Phllip' s attitud.a1 At this early date, there 1s no 1nd1ca.tlon.
Trent was some distance
time.

~

and communications w1 til the court of Spain took

What the king knew about the

1m.tial discussion on episcopal residence

was what he had gathered from. the dispatches of Vargas and the prelates in

Trent.

In view of his final. stand on the question, an indirect reference from

a. letter of Fernando Francisco de Avalos, Marquis of Pascua, Spanish agent

m».

~

at the CouncU, assumes importance.

The agent was reporting on

18 April 1562 to the king that he had obeyed the royal orders to urge the

Spanish prelates to unity, but ttw1thout al\V kind of meetings, or • • • paots,

but only on occasion of visits and other things that have come up, ocoasionally
and

lorili! on oert.a.1n days.

I'

• • • nO

The king had received reports of the initial activities of his bishops

in connection with the opening decree a.nd the complementary chara.cter of the
present cono1liar gathering.

Because the Spanish bishops had been especially

zealous for reform, they were falsely blamed for oertain reform pamphlets that
had circulated arotmd Trent.
some ooncern.

Complaints had reached the king whioh gave him

He had. sent the bishops to Trent in order to effect the good of

Cbr1st1ani ty, not 1ndeperdentJ.y, but in union with the Pope and the CouncU.
iJhat he had a.dvised the Narquis of Pasoara to do was not particularly relevant
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If not, they suggested opening theologioal disoussions immediately after the
session.

To win their point, they enrolled the support of the Im.per1al1sts, in

return for the suppression of the cla.use of continuation.
committee, oomposed of the archbishops of Granada, Braga

Besides, a. three-man

am MeSSina,

went up

to the legates on }18,Y 9 to represent the Spanish view. 9

Still ignorant of the decision of Rome, the legates replied that they

would look into the matter.

The next dq, Pescara was back 1n Trent.

He had

already been there before, but he had retired to his governor's seat in lI.a.1lan

immedia.tely, in order to avoid the dispute on precedence.

For the second time,

Pb1l1p he.d ordered him to the Council, with expUcit instructions .regarding
the oontinuation of Trent.

Regarding episcopaJ. reSidence, what would his

attitude be?
Ant101pa.ting the moves of the Spanish bishops, the papal legs. tes sought

to dissuade the Narquis trom intervening in the debates on residence.

It was a

dogmatic issue, they told him; it was beyond his oCll1petence and he should follow the dictates of his oonsoience on the matter.

Furthermore, Simonetta as-

sured the l.aJ.anese governor that the dootrine of divine origin imposed J.1mitationa not only on the papal power, but uso on the royal power of the king of
Spain.

If' the divine law was defi.ned, Philip II would no longer be able to

a.vail. himself of the servioes of his bishops.

It was well known that the

higher olergy of Spain were in:r.J.uentiaJ. members of the Spanish Council of
and the royal. oonfessor was also a politioal a.dviser.

stat~
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SiA."1Onetta apparautJ.y su.cceeded..

The Ca.rdinaJ. reported to Borromeo

~t

he had no di1'ficuJ. ty convincing the Harquis because the bishop of Segov:l.a..N'ho
made no bones a.bout. preferring residence at the kingts palace to his own dio-

cese, had also made a sim:Uar statement to Philip's agent.

10

'.rhe latter, there-

fore, w:Ulinglyavoided the issue on residence and communicated his decision
to Philip II on 14 l"iay ljS2:

• • • toore is al.most no prelate from your kingdoms, or from the other
regions, who does not sa:y that residence is 9:.! .tYl:! d,1!i1an but the point
in the discussions is • • • whether it is ~ -to define 1t now or not
• • • 1f 1 t 1s sl.! ~ 91:v1l¥h 1 t is [to b~ observed as a comman=lment
ot ~d.,. balora whioh every other consideration must yield; the negative
iJJa:rTflJ argues that it minimizes the authorii:q of the pope, that it would
atteet the past councils, that from t}p.s would follow other results llf
great mo1l'lJFt • • • as lJ,be revocation! of soma concess1ons granted Lby
t..."le pope§J. Hence, even i f m.an;v- pl~ates, and among them, most of t..~e
Spaniards, had petitioned • • • that I request the said declaration, I
leave the affair aside. • • •U
Peso.ara e.xplained that he baLievod the whole quootion properly concerned

the fathers and

'WAS

really a reJ.ig1ous issue.

The ld.ng had enjoined on him to

leave the prelates to act according to t...h.eir oonscience in such cases.

And so,

the report contd.nued, "I neither und.erstand nor see • • • how 1t pertains to
the servioe or your .Hajesty

seemed good to

lila

Lan:lJ without turther orders from you,

it has not

to ohange iJ;he doo1s1oIi/ I had made•••••).2

So far, then, I)h1lip was not directly involved.

He had tollowed closely

the cone1lia.:r proceedings, and he had wat.ched the conduct of his prela.tes at

the Council.

He especially wanted them to serve as

e~es

of loyalty to the

Holy See.

lOsusta, II, pp. 121-22, 127.
U CODOlJi, IX, pp. 177-78.
12~

QI, ID, part I, pp.

329-.35.
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Pesoara, in the meantime, had to go back to Milan where bis presence a.s
governor was needed.

Tntnt.

On May

He left Hercules pagnano as his chama d' a.ffms in

18, pagnano wrote to the governor that the Emperor bad ordered

his ambassadors to support the Spanish demand for declaration of the d1vine
law.

This would induce the Protestants to come to Trent because this and

'*similar questions were beginning to be disoussed • • • J1 and this fitted the

Protestants' plan.

But Pescarats agent suspected a trick that "all of this

• • • was in ordar to put up some strong objection to continuation. ,,lJ
A week later, on Mq 25, Vargas wrote to Pbillp that the issue bad been
set aside in Rome.
Spanish

crown

The CUl"1a did not want to be held to former pacts with the

regarding the cathedral chapters in Spain.

The latter bad m.any

advocates in Rome working against their own prelates and trying to undo what
had been done.

They even, oontinued Vargas, "dared to say that the chapters

are the only ones who support the author1tq of the Apostolic See in Spain, and
this cannot be heard [Spokei/ or tolerated, for to thEa there is no Apostolic
See but

Lthe1i/ interest,

intrigues and litigations, and travell1ng hence and

14
returning hither. • • • tt
Vargas was speaking of the ohrrmio war between the bishops and the
oathedral ohapters in Spain.

The first and seoonl periods of Trent had legis-

lated against the latter and removed many of their 1mm.unities.

ters

had regained their privileges UD1er Popes Julius

m

But the ohap-

and Paul IV.

If the

Council decreed the divine law, the ohapters stood to lose their exemp'td.ons.
Vargas, of course, knew his king too well and he stressed an additional point
1)
~., p.

14

~.t

187.

p. 2(Y1.
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whioh 'WOuld force a reaotion f'rom Philip: the ohapters claimed to be the only
loyal followers of the Holy See.
PhU1p received add1tional, but oontrary, information fram the archbishop of Granada who had wr1 tten to the king on June 10.

As he saw it, oppo-

si tion to the div1ne law oame !rom nthe lovers of lawsuits and • • • the ll'lOney

from them in Rome," as wall as those who wished

to be "loaded with benefioed

ouracies without residing in them, and have more than one ohurch,

[agtrl:Jil with-

out residing, oalming their oonsoienoe with dispensations (tDretendieJl9R !star
legume .92!l ~sp!Psa.oiones'). • • • ,,lS The king was asked to mediate with the
Pope

am

provide for the tfgood governmen1!' of his kingdoms whioh Granada prom-

ised would follow !rom the divine law on episcopal. residence.
This imputation oould be turned around, however.

Vargas sent a note to

Franoisco de Avalos in I<111an on June 2l to "serve his lordship • • • as a
He warned the MarquiS tha. t the issue oould be partioularly ham.tul to

guide. n

Ph:Uip, "as 1 t would be to the

pr~2",

the patronage, the spoils (, ~

~'), and the other things which the church ani prelates use •••••,16
\.Jhether this was also the king's opinion is doubtful at this time, but Vargas,
who was more conversant with devalopnents in Rome, bad taken it upon himself

to speak for Philip.
On July 6, probably because of these dispatches, the ld.ng wrote a letter

to the Spaniards at Trent.

He made it clear that he was displeased with their

conduct on a.ocount of the article on residence'

15Ibid., pp. 264-65.
16

~.,

pp. Z1l-72.
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The other point is what pertains to the residence of the prelates. • • •
It does not seem convenient tor the moment to present more demonstrations
and demands than have been done. • •• It is not good that /jrotest§./ be
made, espeoiaJ.ly on this )Pint in which there is no such need t.hat • • •
there be discussions on ,lresidenoi/, and one can proceed • • • by withdrawing the demand ("AQ.o:xa.ndp ~ 1& 3.D§1stencia"). • •• In no way will
~le be served i f protests or s1m:Uar demonstrations are made.
fVe have
written to His HoJ.1ness, ~ the necessary representations that are
demanded by this art1cle.~7
The bishops' reaction to Ph1l.ip's letter was varied.

the intervention; others disregazoded the royal. order.

Some rejoiced at

The archbishop of

Granada. immediately said that in obedience to the king, he would withdraw his
protests, but his conscience bade him to continue to seek e. conc1liar definition of the law on residence.

Not knowing the source ot Philip's decision, the

arohbishop blamed oerta.in intluencas around the throne, singling out the archbishop of Sev1lle and grand Inquisitor of Spain, Fernando Valdes, and the

bishop of CUenca, Bernardo de Fresneda, who was also the royal confessor.
Actual.l;v', it was the !1.arquis of Pescara who was "the principal instrument.. for
all that he had wr1 tten to the k1ng had been prescribed as the bishops' norm

ot acting.18 Granada, however, was not completely wrong. He was the object
ot hatred

by the men around the J.d.ng, and bis insistence on the divine law of

residence found titUe support at the Spanish court. 19
On August 4, Granada and his sympathizers oame together

answer tor Ph:llip.

to compose an

They sought to 1mpress on the king that the declaration of

the law was the wlll of practica.lly all the prelates in the Council.

Hence,

the letter continued:
17Quoted in Garcia Guerrero, El. decnte sob%,! resideD9ia, p. 112 and
note 66.

18Susta, II, pp.

19Suata.

ITT

263-64.
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• • • we implore your Majesty to deign to fawr [the declaration ot resideneil • • • and to oonter with His Holiness so that by all Jjossibl!.7
means it be declared here, tor otherwise the soa%Xlal. would not be oured
• io • and besides it is in the bands Snly of your Majesty to obtain trom
His Holiness that this be disoussed. 2
Unknown to the Spanish prelates, however, another special envoy ot
Pius IV had arrived at Madrid.

Monsignor Paolo Odesoalchi, the enwy, bad

reached Spain on July 9, and bad seen Philip two days later.

Odescalchi' s

mission bad been oocasioned by the politico-religious unrest in France and the
Pope was seeking to enlist support tor al'f3 eventuality.

Part of the legate's

instructions was concerned with the financial privileges aocorded to Spain by
the Pope.
of the

Odesoalcbi was enjoined to seek Philip's consent to the termination

Cruza4a.

and the building fund of Saint Peter· s basilica in Rome.

ae was

•

also to assure the Spanish monarch that the Pope was going to initiate reforms,
no matter how paintully they might affect the papa.]. court.

And Philip was told

of the "lack of restraint" ot the Spanish prelates in Trent.
intended as a threat to toroe the king's band is bard to sq.

Whether this was
But, considering

the perpetual penury of the Spanish treasury, the idea ot losing the financial
aid of Rome could not be taken lightJ.y by Philip.2l

•
On August 20, the bishop of Tortosa addressed a long apology to Pbillp's
secretary, Gonzalo Perez.

ae explained wh\r he bad voted against a declaration

of the law on residence, alleging that "the legates themselves were divided,
one part ot them saying that they had never introduced this article to the
20 susta, II. pp. 300-)01.
2l

Tbis is clear in the letters between Philip and bis ministers in the
Low Cotmtries. There is a constant mention ot the lack ot money either to P'W
the salary ot the soldiers or to recruit new ones. See also F. Badoeero's
tfRelu10ne tt in E. Albleri, Rel,azioni degll Ambascia;tgri Venet1 aJ. Sena;tg (Flrenze, 18)9-63), serie I, Vol. III, p. 264, where Badoero describes the poor
taxAtion svst.em in

~nA"1"J
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CounoU, the other, that it was good to approve it...

Why he addressed his

letter to the secretary and not to Philip himsalf is clear from the rest of the
communication.

He wanted to wean Ph:U1p away from the affirmative pArV, with-

out, however, directJ.y suggesting what the king ought to do.

If, the bishop

wrote, residence was a human institution, ftthere would be much more freedom
fi.rantei/ from residing, the dispensation would be extremely numerous, and oon22
sequently, the abuses would be worse. • • ."
But, on the other hand, if
divine law was deaned, the bishops would be virtual popes in their respective
dioceses.

HoW' successf'ul the taotic was of appearing to be lll'¥ieoided is hard

to gauge, but Tortosa's letter provided. suggest.ions that were not wasted.

.Be-

sides, in the meantime, as 1£ in confirmation, a letter da.ted 24 October 1562
oam. from Pagnano, Pescara's gharge d'atfairs in Trent.

It was also addressed

to the royal secretary, whose attention was called to the conduct of the
Spanish prelates in the Couno1l, bishops who "are on fire for things certainly
most prejudiCial to the I-1ajesty of our king, and perhaps of God, only of this
latter I am not sure since I am not a theologian • • • jJd.shops,
claims in order to extend their author!ty. • • ."

whiI have laid

23

There is a scareity of documents for this period following Ode.oalchi's
interview with King Pb1lip.

Beyond the faw here ind1cated, there is little

extant communication between Trent and J.1.adr1d.

This situation was due to the

uncertain conditions created by the religious war then beginning in France, and
it oan b. assumed that s<Jl'le oorrespondence went astray.
The result of Odescalchi's mission was oommunioated by him to Card1naJ.
22

COl2Q:W, Ix.. pp. Zl6-86.

23~., p. 316.
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Borromeo in mid-Ootober, but the earliest dispatch sent by Odescalchi to the
legates in Trent was dated )0 November 1,562.

The ldng of Spain, he wrote,

promised to send an envoy to the Counoil, possibly the Count of Luna, besides

writing a. letter to the Spanish bishops at the Cou.ncU, ordering them "tor the

service of God and of the Catholic religion and to preserve the authority and
dignity of the Pope am the Holy See, to oontinue in union with the legates,
and

:not run after strange and new things • .,2# The Spanish bishops should tore-

go their demand tor a declara.tion on the residenoe

is~ue

because they were

obstructing the wrk of the Council, i f not actually threatening its dis so1ution.
The air had thus been cleared.

By late fall

ot 1562, the lagates re-

081ved oonfirmation of the Spanish king' s deciSion, already made known to thsm

in July.

They could prooeed with the disciplinary decree on episcopal. resi-

dence, without entering into dogmatic discussions on its origin.

The Spanish

bishops continued their oppoSition, but this was due to more dogmatio reasons.
As fe:r as Philip II was concerned, the problem. had been solved.

He wanted to

conform as much as possible to the wishes ot the Holy Father in support of the
general reform intemed by the Council; this caused b1m. to Sidestep, along with
the Pol» t the difficult aspects of the episcopal residence question.

A year

later, Bishop Crivello, ord.ina.r.Y papal nunoio in Spain, wrote to Borromeo that
Philip "had understood the v1ws of His Holiness and • • • had concurred with

the same and had acco:rd1ngly wr1 tten to his prelates • • • stUl H1s Majesty
does not wish to deprive them of their rreedom to express the1r opinion. tt2S

24R1oardo de Hinojosa, Ips DespachDs de 1& Diploma.oia ?ontJ.f1oia en
!;!sp!.P! (Madrid. 1896), p. 151.

2SSusta. IV. P. 488.
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Thus. for Ph:Uip II, the issue on the divine origin of the duty to reside in the dioceses was connected with a number of other important factors
that had to bEt taken into account.

It wa.s both the 1:1Or6 pragm.atic motive of'

continuing the financial support from l'U>m.e a.nd the less tangible but vrsry real.
desire to prove to the uhole Christian world that the king of Spain was the
de:fender of' the Catholic Faith that decided Philip's amn.."eI'.
inaugurate the Council; he would help see it throUgh.

He had helped

He had been the sole

su.pport of the Supre.lUe Pontiff; he would cont.1.nue his unstinting help for the
good of the Church.

This, 8.t least, is the general sentiment that the rea.der

derives from the perusal of the lotters on the subject.
iii
The question of the contlnuat.ion of the Council of Trent has been mentioned a fw t.1.mes in the present and the previous chapters.

As an issue be-

tween the court of Spain and Rome, it had first come up in the tall of 1.560 in
connection with the incident regarding the validity of the decree of justification which bad been passed by the Council of Trent under Pope Paul III.

It had

come up, however, explicitly as the point of disagreement in December, 1.560,
when Francisco Vargas, the spanish ambassador in Rome, had ref'used in the name
of PhU1p

n,

to accept the bull convoking the Counc:U.

The Spanish agent

wanted a clearer indication that the coming sessions were a continuation of

Trent, not an entirely new council.

'rhis was settled by a secret brief which

the Pope had dispa. tohed to Spain in the following summer (l.56l), assuring

Philip that the convocation of the council was a resWlption and continuation of
the former sessions t although no formal public pronouncement was made.

Just

before the solemn reopening on 18 Ja"tIll/J%'y 1562, cont1nuat.ion was again the
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subjMt 01' contl"Owrsy.
o~

of

The Spanish pt"elates had

~~ted

to include in the

dee:reo a clause that exp1.1c1tJ.y declared the continuity of the COuncU

~t.

d~

that could giw tJw itttpress10n that tho preaent. gathering

continuation.

1fan

not

8.

ThG;f also promised t...be prolates of Philip tllat continuation

would be deolared in a fcmnal statement. "m.en 'eM proper &0 0.18.

26

The reasons for -t.hI Spa.n1sh insistenclSon $x,prossly citing oontinuation

have

&l.~

been u>uchGd upon.

1'he

d~.ree l)U

ENU"ly col'W'OOat1on of' Trent had served as a.
in Ph:U1pt s ld..ngdoms.
AS

to 1'.l'w

IIMttI01'Y

l'l)M

just.1J."1oation enacted in the

of ecclesiastical disciPline

It \IOuld be an atfi'ont to t.biif Spanish l!lOna.rch, as well

of Cb.u-lu V, thrctagh w1'..ose j'J(&tronage the Council bad. first

opened, 11' the past l!ius1on.s and docrel§ lmre

1nvillJat~i.

Spain had also favored oontinu1. 'GY t not only because it

t'1Q.S

i'he bishops of
the will of tho

king 'Who had raised thea to their episoopal dignl ties, but also because early

'l':r1.dentine leg1s1aticn allowed th_ cons1dct able 1:i1ct.'e4ses in their diocesan
9

authorl ty, which t..llq

dj.d

not want to see jeopardized.

Once the HUions bad been resumed, however, the question reappN.1"8d a.nC
the Spania:C'ds 1nB1sted that the p!'01dse of an explicit oont1..'lWltion clause be
red~.

vived the

As 1n the dispute on ~t~!l~ l.,.SJJ!,

it was

Vargas who re-

con~y.

'.l"bere ls no need to "beano the whole inc1dent 1n all 1 te detaUs.

First of aU, there were no new arguments adduced by Vargas besides those that.

7J
was not originally Philip II himself who had insisted on a special clause of
continuation.

As he saw it, he had the personal assuranoe of Pope Pius IV that

the present convocation was part of the earlier sessions of the Coune1l of
Trent; nevertheless, Vargas had prevaUed upon the ldng to press for the
formality of a declaration.

It was probably Vargas, too, who had encouraged

the intransigent archbishop of Granada, Pedro Guerrero, to urge exp11cit
tinuation.

con-

On Jl. January 1562, the ambassador wrote to Guerrero in connection

with the opening decree:

• • • it does not su.tf1ce to sq that L.cont1nuat1oi/ will a.ctyally follow,
because even i f it is certain • • • it ["implicit cont1nuatioi/ does not
satiSfy the honor of God &J!d the authoril;1 of the councU ••• and, in
the end, the prosecution Lof the counciJJ w1ll. appear fortu1 tous, since
the pope and bis legates so desired it, and. not because of the formal
institution at the opening. • •

:Zl

There is no clear indication when the quarrel ended.

Cardinal Seripando

had an entry in his diary for 2 June 1562 that mentioned the danger of the dissolution of the CounoU, i ft despite the threats from. the French and the Imperialists, PhiliP's petition for the clause of oontinuation, presented by the
Marquis of Pescara in mid-May of that. year, was granted.

On

June 2, a letter

from Pius IV had just reached Trent, which ordered the legates to yield to the
Spanish demands and issue the des1red. statement.

Several hours later, however,

a second letter arr1ved in which the Pope reversed bis first. instruct10ns and
allowed t.he legates a free band to use their own judgment.
frained from issuing the statemGnt under discussion.

28

Convinced of the risks irrvolved, Pescara advised the
oont1nui ty quest1on.

The legates ra-

k1~

to drop the

Ph:Uip subsequentJ.y, through the same Pesoara, informed

ZlBEd. trage., I, p. )86.

28g, II, p. 467.

the Spaniards at Trent that he was displeased with their opposition to the Pope.
He wanted no protests on the reSidence question; he relaxed his insistence on
the continuity issue.
forthcoming.

He wot.iJ.d be satisfied i f no opposite decl.aration was

Bis motive was olear:

he simply wanted to be sure that the Coun-

cU would not be disrupted and dissolved in the nddst of too much bickering. 29
This was the final. f'ol"!llal. request on the matter by Ph:llip, more exactJ.y,
by the Spanish ministers under the aegis of' Philip's name.

The request would

stlll be made intormal.ly a few times more until the final. session of the Counoil, but the case was settled.

The legates always answered that there was no

need to make a f'amal. declaration, since the present sessions were actually
continuing the unfinished work ot the earlier sessions ot Trent. 30
iv

Thus, in these two intel"'-related issues of the episcopal residence and
the continuity of' the Counc1l, Philip II sta.n:ls out as a oonsistent figure.
Re wanted. to see some reforms initiated by the CounoU and he was willing to do
all that he was capable ot in order to aohieve these ends.

His own interests

were not threatened eitber wa:y, and he retu.sed to provoke di:t'f'icul ty over
issues that were intrinsically foreign to his own concerns.

29susta, II, pp. 261...6J.

£I, II, pp. 646-47.

)OFor example, during one ot their interviews in connection with the
closing ot the CounoU of Trent, Morone had to tell Luna. that there was no real
need for a formal. declaration ot continuation, since the sessions were aqtmll' Z
a cont1nu:1ng of the earlier sessions of the same Council. See CODQDJ, IX,
p. 346.

'Fhe CO'Uncll. of 'trent had otten been threatened by VU'1ous or1ses and. the
Pope bad several t:S.m.es thought of clos1ng the sessions.

But Pb1l1p II'" sup-

port ha1.ped Pope Pius I i weathor the stoxms &n:l continue the oonciliar asserabJ.y
WhAm, :tlowevert the Pontiff :t1.ra1.:4r deoj.ded to oJ.ose the CounaU, he was faced
111th tn 1n1.t1.al re.f'U.'3al from PhUip.

to

clcr1.tY the

am.

The resuJ.t6nt diplomatic eaha.tlge helps

Spanish monlJ."'Oh· s att1 t1.¥le toward the Councll ard the Church.

e:r.;poses his th1nld...ng on the subjeet

ot ChUl>ch

and

state

rela~onsb.\ps.

1

The :f1:r.-at. t..1me

~

that PhUip

to close tht.l Councll of '!'rent was through

n

learl'Jlld of the Pope's intent10n

~

been sent as eo speoicJ. papal OfNOy to Spa1n in the

Paolo Ociesoalobl, who had

S'I.1l\II8r

ot 1;152..

Already,

barely six months a.fter the opening of tho Co1.ln«Xll, the Pope was t..rying to

ar.range a su1table term:1l'lation date.

'l'hrough his etl'VOy, Plu IV told the king

that tb:1.ngs had gone so far that one was roread "to o1d others with arms and,

the Cou.noll pron:ptly, after est.abJishing the dogmas and all the needed re-

forms. .. • .. J. As Card1nal.

~

ba.d pointed out to the legates at Trent,
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the oonsent of the princes, espeoially of Philip li, was desirable for the
closing of tbe Cou:ncll..

2

A week before the twenty-tb:ird plenary session on 15 July 156). the
Imperial ambassadors at Trent received a letter from Phllip.

Dated 9 June

1563, it contained the king's answers to several questions relating t,o the
On the termination of the Tridentine seuions, the Spanish mons.reh

Coune1l..

wrote that sinoe the oonversion of the tlProtestants

am

the erring iJ,rethreil"

was the principal. reason for oonvoking the Council, he had represented

Pope that a new effort should be made to have them oome to the Council.

to the
Mean-

time, while these were being awa.1ted., "the oonnell. should proceed sloJt:ly • • •
at least in wbat pertains to the dog,m.a.s, postponing the sessions and slowly
advancing 1n

LtJle discussion oil the matter• • • • "

Philip hims~f did not

want to prolong the CounoU unnecessarily, however. 3
When they received a copy of Philip's dispatoh, the lega.tes at Trent
vere troubled.

It the Spanish king prevailed, they would 00 nailed "to our

post /imeri/ we ldll aJ.:ways find intrigues
obanoe each
up anew. U

or

am

contradiotions • • • and per-

the difficulties that had been raised t:Ul now would be brought

But the succosstul conclusion of the twenty--third plenary session

oon:f.'1rmed t.h.e Pope ani the legates in their intention to :t1nish the remaining

. tasks of the Council and conclude the sessions as quiokly as possible.

4

In

tact. they bad departed from the traditiona1 conc1l1ar prooedUl"e ani adopted
a more exped.i tious system. of enacting the remaining decrees.
2

Susta, IV, p. 19.

3sus"'_,
m
WI.
4
~.

,

p. 112•
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Not too many da¥s a.fter the session, the Cotmt of Luna, Philip's agent
at the Council, approached Morone and sought to persuade the presiding legate

to do as PhUip had suggested.

The occasion was right, claimed the Count, tor

the &1peror was at the moment with the Protestants, attending the coronation
of his son i>la1dJr.ilian.

Luna mentioned that the legates ought to write to

Ferdinand a.n1 flask his [£.nperiaJ] 14ajesty to deign to use his authol'"ity on this
oocasion

[Or the

coronatioi! so that [ihe Protestanti/ might come. • • • itS

'l'his was not exactJ.y how Borromoo had. understood Philip's attitude.
dispatch

trolil

P.

]i.km.signor Odescaloh.i.. had told the papal. secretar".r of state that

"his Catllol1o }lajesty is moved to seek a prolongation

[Of the

CoUXlro:;J not by

his own desire, but on the urgings whioh the J.linperor and the king of Fran.ce had
made at another time, not knowing perhaps that [f.hese two sovereigni!h:J.ve afte~
vuds ohanged their nd.nds and.

now seek to expedite Lthe

eol1:llOiJJ.

II

Borromeo

then instruotod the legates at Trent to write to the ord.:tnary papal nuncio in
6
Spain in order to disabuse the king, just as he himself would do.
Baok in Trent, the suggestion from Spain did not h-press CardinaJ. H.orone
Work was progressing on the reform deorees so that, it the Spaniards raised no

difficulty, the Council oould be concluded very soon.

But, in horone t s report

for 19 July 156), the Spanish prel..a.tes were deso.ribed as seeking nothi.ng else
but to extend the seSSions.

'1'he presiding legate suspected it was because

Pb1l1p had ordered them to do so "in order perhaps to obtain some fa.vors at the
hand of' our lord, arrl I doubt that he will seek to persuade the Emperor to do

the like • • • • ft

I-------..---.. .
"susta,
6

~.,

fk>wever, Morone promised. he would persuade the Germans, the

. ---------------------t

............-.-~----·---·---

IV, p. 129.
pp. 1.38-39 ..

French and the ltaJians to agree to the immediate conclusion

"8VWl

if tne

Span1ard.s were of another opinion. tt 7
A fn days later, Korona described in detail the objections of Luna, who
wanted to devote at

least a Ml manta to discuss each individual article.

There 18 no ind1cation that tll1s was alao Philip'. desire. on the contl"Al"Y,
a later report to the k1ng of Spain makes one conclude that Luna bad acted on
bis own.

The Cardinal legate, however, believed that the wnole Counc11 wanted

to close the

Councu

iPlneMatel¥.

He thus wrote to Bo1"l'om8O that be

letting Luna talk as much as he wanted, but the work would cont1nue.
In reply to reports fran Trent, Cardinal

Bol'J."OlneO

was

8

wrote on 28 July

1563

that Rome believed. the work in Trent bad already bean accompl1shed and aacpected
the

Councu

to close very aoon.

surpri.e at the Count

of:wna.

Tb18 was the reason ¥tv the Pope evinced
PiUli IV

was under

the impre&l8ion that Pb.Uip

would be agreeable to the oonclua1on ot Trent after doctrinal and re£o=
deer... bad been promulgated. There DIlBt then be another axplanat10n tor
Luna'a activ1tiaa. 9

Tbis .... the occasion for the letter ot tbe Grand Carmaander of
the second Spanish agent in Rome, to Philip II on

Alcan~

3 August 1$63. Plus IV

bad

asked the Ccanandar to inform the Span18h lc1ng that the Pope found 1t ba1"d to
believe it was the roJ8l will that Luna ahDu.ld seek to postpone the end of the

CouncU.

Philip was well known to be ·of the op1n:ion that the Council should

neittler be rushed, nor prolonged, for ita prolongation could be the def'1nite

7Ib1d.. PII. 129, 1.32-33.

135-36.
-9Ibid., P. 153.
8
Ibid., PI.

Be1trage, P.

5.31.
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destruction or everyth1ng."

'l'hings had boen going on quietJ.y in Rome, con-

tinued Alcantara, unt:U the news about Luna.
10
be done about it.
~Vhat

was the Count of Luna doing?

The Pope hoped someth1ngwould

In the words of the legates, he went

beyond his duties and wanted "to direct and preside [Over the fa:theri! as i t
he were a legate of the Roman Pontifr.',ll

~~en the reform. articles ha.d been

submitted for examination to the ambassadors, Luna had wn them over to demand
that deputations be made aocording to nations so as to provide tor the parti-

oular reform. measures required in each country.

In his own report, however,

to the king of Spain, Luna said that he had disapproved the manner in which

the legates "forcedlt deoisions on the rest of the Council in order to avoid
"many

inconveniences. for the matter was especially diffioul t and things could

follow • • • that would not be good. • • • ~2 Luna, furthermore, assured
Morone that he sought to delay the end of' the CounoU because th1s was his
orders from Spain.

Pb1lip II wanted to slow down the concluding sessions, not

because of any partioula.r royal interests, but out of the king's concern for
the universal. good of Christendom and the service of God.

The ld.ng realized

that the Council had to come to its em SOllle ti..Y!le, but he wanted to make sure
"that it was not hastlly'done ('m,n.Q precipitasse·) • ..13 Morone was skeptical.
10B!1.~
"",-age, I, pp. 533- j~L
r.
llO. Raynaldus, AmMJ.es !CCleQ4st1oi all anno Hoxgyrn ubi desin1:at
QaldWAlJ,s l3!rOm.us (Luooa, 1756), XV: anno 1563, p. CLVI.
12
COPOIH, CI, p. ~ ff. Luna related to Ph.1l.1p that Cardinal Guise of
Lorraine had confided to h1m that the French prelate did not eJq)Nss his own
disagreement on the procedure adopted because the legates were so muoh set on
terminating the CotmeU. See p. 35 for Luna.' s letter to Ph.1l.ip, 22 November

1563.
13

Susta. IV. P. 166.
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and his early suspicions of the interested designs of Philip were again
aroused.

But the legates' dispatch for 23 August

1563 st:Ul reported that

"what the said Count is doing is not according to the mind of bis 1catholii!
Majesty• • • • ~

on August 2.5, Card.inal. Borromeo sent fuller instructions on the conalusion of the Couna1l.

In general, he oautioned the lega.tes to e:ld.reme pru-

In regard to Luna., the legates should know how to temper their own

dence.

reactions an:l make use of his good w:lll.

As for Pb1l1p II, Bor.romeo explained

that the Pope was hoping to win his consent t.hrough the Emperor.

The French,

the Portuguese and tlw Italians were all in i"avor of a prompt oonclusion, and
Ph1l1p did not differ too muoh from the &lperor.

If the latter's consent was

obtained, the 1d.ng of Spain "Would not want to remain alone [Seeing 1 t

wail
l~

futile at¥i odious to the w'ilOle 1tI'Orld" to seek to delay the end of the Council .....

On August Jl, the legates replied to the papal secretary of state that

they could aee a pattern in Luna's obstruction.

They had befm embarrassed by

his frequent opposition, but now they were sure that the "strange wqa ft of' the
Count were all planned to aohieve a purpose: to gain time wh:Ue a:waiting orders

from Spain.

"If' we agree

but put off' the end

1J.o the ordersJ,"

ot the

the legates moaned, "they cannot

16
Counc1l."

At about the same time, BolTOl1'1eo had received communications :f'rom. the
Empire.

Delphino' s secretary 1nfo:rmed him that Luna. was oertainly the one

oause tor the delay or the conclusion of Trent.

14lPi.s!., pp. 198, 206.

1.5lb1s!., pp. 21.5-16.
16~., p. 212.

This was

wb3', on September 4,

Bl
the Pope's nephew wrote to the legates at the Council that he had to admit it
was not without malice that one sought "to oppose or indirectJ.y extend ./J;he
Counc1l.7-" It was good that a brief' had been d1spatched to the Council empowering the legates to proclaim the sessions closed in case the need arose.
But Borromeo cautioned the presiding lega,te to be slow in exercising his taeul tw because the

clusion!

Pope wanted more than anything else

£!!l cgncil12- _ • •

II

"l!

buona

n

sol!l!Ule con-

Pius IV had even agreed to leave the unt1n1shed

matter of the reform of lay princes, provided the other rerom articles connected with the sacraments were enacted.

But Luna. stood in the way.17

Colmnunications from Spain reached Luna on September 9.

They were new

peU tions to be presented to the presiding conmd ttee. but they d1d not touch

the subject ot the dissolution of the Council.
vened with a letter to the legates at Trent.

On

September 11, Pius IV inter--

He insisted that Luna should be

told he impeded the work of the fathers and was delaying the end of their
labors.

But the Pope made it clear that the Council should be closed only when

it was proper to do so, that is, after dogmatic and reform decrees had been
promulgated.

After this was done, "lie do not know why the Council could not be

ended ('J,eme t

),

unless • • • it is to serve passions and partioular 1nterests

• • • which we do not have to bear. glB
11
So far, both the Pope and the ldng of Spain seem

mente

to be 1n tull agree-

Both wanted to finish the sessions, pro'rlded that the necessary enact17

Ibig... pp. 23.5- J6.

lBrud., pp. 229-30. 250.

Palla'rlcino. XXII, 10, 1.
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ments were duly passed.

Count Luna, the agent tor Spain was the problem.

On September 19, Bishop Carlo Visconti ot Ventimiglia returned to Rome
from Trent, where Pius IV had sent him to brirlg back detalled information about
the state ot the Council.

Th" conciliar legates gave Visconti written instruc-

tions enumerating f'our alternatives to be presented to Philip II.

The envoy

was instructed to show these to the Pope betore journeying to Spain.

The four

alternatives were: 1) the continuation 01' the Council; 2) the dissolution ot
the Council; J) the suspension of' the Council; and 4) the f'0:rm.a1. and solemn
conclusion of' the Council.

The fourth choice, the formal erd1ng ot the Coun-

cil, was the preterred alternative, but it was also the most likely to present
diff'icul ties.

The Protestants might not want it because it was to theu in-

terest to leave conc1liar deorees unconf1r.med.

This might be the reason tor

the :&nperor to refuse his consent, since it might cause him trouble to impose
the conciliar decisions in his territories.

Tbe same could be reasonably ex-

pected from the ldng of' France, because be was still a minor surrounded by
powerful advisers not too friendly nth Rome.

special reasons to deter the end of Trent.
attitude brewing in the north.
consent "S2D

The Spanish ld.ng might have

One must consider the rebellious

But flVery effort must be made to win Philip's

l! !1'! del1 t hongre et della conscienza." The

Pope could play up

the pride or the Spanish king by suggesting that Pbilip could confer with him
personally and be himself present during the solemn coneluding ceremonies.
The legates apparentJ..y wanted to use aJ.l means to win the approval of

Spain.

They warned Visconti that Ph1lip n might want

to prolong the Council

in order to put pressllre on the Pope for certain f'avors, for e:xample, an extension of the naval subsi<tl.es.

But this might prove an incentive to other
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princes to demam. s:1m.Uu concese1ons fraI the Pope.

The bishop should theJoe-

fore persuade Phil1p that it wu best to close the COUDC1l1rtmed1ately4O

It
would be to h18 lasting ~r i f what. he bad helped beg1n wu 11rd.shed.19
Visconti was favorably reee1ved 1n RA>me4O

an:d.ous to end the Cotmell. not only for
legates a.t Trent, but also 1n order

to

~1adri.dths

was lw:tst

trequentl.y repeated to the

fl'tee "aU

werr1ed ez:peota14ons about. the Cotmc1l. ft

for

~

'!'he Pope b1.msEl1.f

ot

Chr1S'tendom frQ'A its

When Bishop Viscont1 fiDal.l.y' set O\l't
~ wb10h

camed with b1m 1J2st.Ncticms from.

nea1:J¥ S'f.1I!II.ed

up t.he wbole issue:

J:t"ha

It do,te not seera to als [Cs:t.briJ.1i! Ma3-ty t.bat tmtU Dn'
purpose of
T:Nr(fJ bas been ~shed4O lJ1s Majeatq thus seeks w:1th inAsteme that
one should go sl0i4y, lallowi.D&/ an that tAme • • • that 1s needed. To
tb1s His bol1neas has roep1.1ed • • • that ed.nce the ld.ng could daman:l t.bat
his 1ntel"esw aDd pl... should be carefu1.l.7 oollSideed t _ &lao
BGl1-

ms

ness. OOl.1ld at allow Jd.ms.tU. tor all. the 1i1Orl.d, to do ~ ,..r't.l\v
of the lSupNl/J.e ~II w.aoe • • • 1:0 act agdnst the freedom or the
CouncU4O SiMe lt1'1s Cou1.tdJJ has alVl\VS been lett completely tree •••
it is mt ~ ~ tb1s quest40n of the concl:w.iont one sought to
Ue 1ts hands. • • •

Borrom.eo ooml.uded b7
Trent woULd close t.he Co'tmc1l

~
~

t.hat one must trust that the tathers 1n
dogmat.S.e and

set.tJ.ed, "as H1s Majeatq wishes, alii this 1s

retOIm

_:to

measures had been

taP'oW•• u2l

ill

Back in'1'rent., the Count

ot Luna cont1nued

ev1denoe tor th1s per10d 141 scanty
aoted4O

~urdng

the l.egates.

am 1t is not. clear on whose autho1"1t,.

The
he

But he repeated the sae argum.ent that. his k1ng dUapproved a rash

19susta,
20

IV,

pp.

256-64.

Bal.u..e....ManB1. IV. p40

2l.lJ4S4O

458.
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decision to end the Council.

All dogmatic questions should first be resolved,

and reforms should be instituted.

In this way, the Count added, the whole

world would see that the Church was sincere and. the Council would be respected
as having satisfied the purpose of its convocation.

In answer to the diffi-

culty that the prolonged absence of the bishops from their dioceses was not
desirable, Philip was quoted as saying that that was to be expected since some
risk was always involved in every important undertaking.

The universal good

of the Church should be preferred to the particular benefit of the individual
churches.

There was an understandable fear of trouble if the Pope died before

the CouncU ended, but one must trust in divine providence.

22

/

In their turn, the presiding legates replied to Iwla that they could not
ignore the increasing demand to terminate the CouncU.

A private good must

yield to the more universal good, but the absence of the prelates encouraged

the spread of heresy, and this outweighed the universal advantages of the
Church.

Conversely, the individual harm suffered by particular churches was

the urd.versal concern of the Church. And trusting in divine providence did
not absolve one from acting prudently.
The legates urged. Philip's representative to help facilitate the end of
the Council.

The Cardinal of Lorraine had warned that i f the CouncU did not

finish its work soon, the French bishops would retire.!!! _mas;;;;;;;.;;s.;;,e.

France was

falling rapidly into heresy and the financial subsidy .from the French court was
exhausted. With the French gone, the Council could scarcely maintain its universal character, not to mention the possibility of a national French synod
once they were back in their country.

~ynaldus,

exCII.

King Philip himself would rnal.at no ob-

8,
jections if he were present and realized the dangers involved. 23
This gave Luna the chance t\) exonerate himself of the charges made
against him.

Complaints had been made that he had acted beyDnd restraint

when he tried to oppose the :i.mm.ediate termination of the Council, or when ha
had demanded that the Pope should also be subject to reform together with tne
lay princes.

The ambassador guessed the source of the complaint, but he merely

told Morone that Philip did not

mow what

to sq since no such adverse cownents

had been received at the royal court previously.

The Count then continued

that his orders regarding the conclusion or the postponement ot the end of.
Trent were simply to make sure that the customary practice was tollowed.

Con-

cerning the four alternatives presented to the monarch, about wbich Luna must
have had special information, the Count anticipated that Philip had no new
answer besides what had already been communicated by h:ts agents in Rome to
the Pope, that is, close the Council as soon as the purpose of the Council was
tul£1lled.

24
iv

The tW81ty-fourth plenary session was held on 11 November

l.S63. It

pranulgated the decree on the sacrament of matrimony and several articles of
reform.

Just betore news of the successful issue of the ansion reached the

Pope, however, luis de Requesens, the new Spanish ambassador at Rome, relayed

a late communication trom Philip to the Pope.

The Council, Philip wrote, had

Irq

Ij~

been summoned to define dogmas basic to the reform of the Church and to winning

_.

24Ibid

'M
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back the Protestants.

None of these had been accomplished, and the king urged

therefore that the sessions oontinue unt:U. these tasks were oompleted.

'rhe

Pope race!ftd the message oord1ally, but answered Requesens orally that the
Council could not be extended much longer.

Besides the

there were good reasons for en:iing the sessions.

mount1~

e:x;penses,

It would take e. life't1me to

convert the heretics, and political trollble was threatening the CouncU, just
as it had in the time of Charles V.

Furthermore, a number of the prelates had

already lett Trent even without authorization.

Requesens' opinion is seen in a letter dated 12 November 1563 to Alcantara, formerly the helper of Vargas in Rome.

The ambassador wrote that he

believed that King Ph1llp would have to agree to the conclusion of the CouncU, not because Philip's plan was not the best, but "I am. very sor:ry that we

are jJ.ncapabli/ of h1ndering it. • • • It Even if the Council were prolonged,
he continued, "nothing would be done there except what w:Ul be commanded from
here

Jj.omi/. • • •.. 25
In Trent on November 1.3, Cardinal. Mol'One called some fifty prela.tes to-

gether for a special private meeting.
was the conclusion of the sessions.

Two things vere discussed.

The first

Since the more important issues had

already been settled with the decree on the last of the sacraments, the Council

could formally be closed at the next plenary session.
could make an objection, the agent of PltUip, Luna.

There was only one who
But, t-1oro:ne eJCPlained, he

did not expect the Count to disobey the w1ll of the Sovereign Pont1.ff.

Pr0b-

ably Morone was conf'ident that Philip would be persuaded and would instruct his
ambassador properly.

The sacorn problem was whether or not the fathers were

25gow;W, CI, p. 7.

fY1
w:Uling to enaot ref'oms at the oonoluding session and leave aside the un-

touched dogmatio issues, since practically all of thElll had already been treat.eC
in previ.ous general oouncils.
l'iOl"One dispatched messengers

Both suggestions found approval and Cardinal.

to inform the Pope, the ld.ngs of' Spain and of'

Frame, and the Ebtperor.
A general oongregation two dqs a.f'te1"tf'a1'ds confirmed the plan to conolude the Council at the next. plenary session.
Luna voiced his opPOsitien.

But, despite Morone l s optimism

He was speak:1.ng in his own

l'l8.1I1e,

he assured the

legate, not in Pb1l1p's name, for the latter oould not yet have received the
dispatch from

l~lorone.

The Count f'elt that the dignity ani the reputation of'

the Church and his master's undoubted service demanded that the Council should
be ended with all possible decorum. and solemnity.

been settJ.ed, the

'Vf'i%'y

Dogmatio issues had not all

questions from whioh the heresies bad orig1nated.

time than the fifteen days allotted by the legates was needed.

More

Even i t all

the other princes oonsented, Ph:U1pt s lone disagreement deserved special oon-

sideration.

His consent should be awaited.

This stopped the legates tor a 'WhUe and they did not know what to
answer the Count at f'1rst.

F1nall.y, they replied that if Philip were present,

he would have approved the plans of Morone.

Not only would he join the other

princes, but the Spanish king himsEil.£ II realizing the need to eni the Counoll,
would present the &1peror's sllggest10n tor an

immediate~.

Com.pelled by

the situation in Frame, Phil1p would hasten the ooncluding session of the

Council.
Luna returned to the attack and said that he opposed not so much the
temination as the

l'!lIU1l161"

in which the Couno1l was ending.

He would not stand
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for the virtual. affront to the royal dignity of the ld.ng if the legates conolud.ed the Comoil without :first oonsulting Philip. 26
Another special meeting of the prelates bad to be called on NOVEftoor 28,

the day after the interview with Luna.

.t\gain, the prelates seconded Norone's

r·lea.nwhile, Luna sent a special courier to the Spardsh ambassador in

efforts.

cardinal Borromeo l'eoeived the Spanish tmlbassadol'

Rome to argue 'With the Pope.

but, untortunatel.v tOl' both of PhUip's agents, they oou1.d 110t prove that the
king himself wanted to prolong the Council.

Besides, Borromeo eJqi1.a1ned, the

Pope remained tim in his rasolve to close the Councll very soon, unless the

major! ty of' the f'athers at Trent forced him to ohange his mind.
On

Trent.

Novanber 29, Luna

SUl!:lll'lOned

the Spanish prela.tes to his residence in

He had enjoined on them not to reveal the nature of the diSCUSsion, but

it was an open secret that the Count wanted to talk about the conol.usion of thE
Couno11.

IJext day, the Count S'IllIIllOned together the bishops of tho other cities

subject to the j'Ul'isdict1on of PbUip.

Only two or three of this latter group

supported Luna, while the majority, 1neluding all the Spaniards, insisted that
the Council should be closed before the French departed.
Hardly was the meeting over when an express messenger £rom Rome reached
Luna. to inform him that the Pope had suddenly become seriously W. and that his

death was teared momentarUy.

~

About two hours la.ter, a second messenger ar-

rived at the presiding legate· s residence bearing the same urgent 11Wssage. "With
I~

an added order from Borromeo to terminate the Counc:U at once to avoid those
canp1.ica.tions that oould easily arise i£ the Pope died before the close of the
Council.

The legates lost no time and summoned the orators and prQlates

26RaYlllildus, CEIl.

corom,

to a

I

CI, p • .50.
:~
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special congregation.

They agreed not to await further confirmation of the

Pope's condition and to proceed to the conclusion of the Council.

Only the

Count of Luna disagreed and. made one last futile effort to thwart the designs
of the Cardinal legates.

Not even the archbishop of Granada would support him.

The final plenal'Y' session, the twenty.tifth of the Cowlcil of Trent ani the
ninth under Pius IV, was held on 3-4 December 1563. Although such issues as
the revision of the index of forbidden books, the Roman missal and breviary,
bad to be left to the Pope to attend to as soon as possible, the Council of

Trent came to a close.
As for the king of Spaiu, Count Luna received in Janu&xy 1564, a letter
from Philip

n

dated 15 November 15631

Since His Holiness is so muc h determined to. • • conclude the Council
promptly, and since in this the Empe ror has agreed as he clearly appears
willing to agree, and since in this same matter the French are also in
agreement, and since this is so much desired by the others who are there,
we realize fully how difficult
would bi! to hinder it. • • • One
has to consider 'iI1hich is less inconvenient. • •• One ought to choose
as less harmtul the conclusion of the CounCil, even if it be with the
suddenness and naste that are unavoidable • • • • 27

Lft

In this W8iY Philip II indicated his w:Ul.ingnesa to concur in the
~esires of Card.1nal Morone and Pius IV that the Council should conclude its

p.&bors.

Luna had misunderstood his sovereign's intentions.

27
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CHAPTm VI

CONCLUSION

,I i'

The main effort of the present thesis has been to understand the part
played by Philip II of Spain during the third and final convocation of the
Council of Trent in 1,562-6 J.

Research has been restrioted to areas which pro-

vided an introduction to the motivation behind the Spanish activities during
the Counc1l, rather than to questions of more theologioal import.

It has

thus ooourred in the course of the paper to mention only very brief'ly and in
passing certain issues, without going into further discussion of them.
is the case, for example, of the dispute on treedom in the CouncU.

This

Certainly,

the Spanish insistence for tree discussions is explained mainly by a fear lest
the Counc1l of Trent serve the interests of the men appointed by Rome to preside over the oonciliar

meeti~s.

But detailed exsminat10n of these questions

would have gone beyond the purpose of the essa.y.
The first conclusion that presents itself is the importance of Philip D

for the th1rd oonvoca.tion of the Council of Trent.

Unlike the Emperor or the

king of France, the ld.ng of Spain gave unambiguous support to the Council.

~!

Fired by his own concept of kingship, Ph:Uip sought to giva substance to his

"'kllil

,
(,

I

ideal. of king-protector of Christianity.

Conflicts and m.1.sunderstandings with

the Pope were thus, in a sense, una:wlda.ble.

The messianic overtones of

Pb1lip' s ideal neither fully harmonized witb the more polltical demands
Spanish Crown, nor were they perfectJ.y in keeping with contemporary papal.
pollo1es.

90
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the second conclusion is that
policies

OJ'5,~;inat.ed

IdnisWs.

is need to distinguish between the

by the king hiMsel.t and those urged upon PhU1p by }ds

The final decision in all tb& afta.1rs ot Spadn

PbUlp, but :1 t
ldng.

~

lfU

na.t~

came £rom

a question of which royal adviser won the attention ot

The papal secre't.az7

ot

~

state, C4rdinal Bol"'.L"Oll1eo, recogrd,zed tb1s; on

one ocoa.sion he 'W'&l"ned a papal nuncio to Spd.n to make
persons in the court at Hadrid.

SUl"G

to see the r1ght.

The C4rdinal secretary also advised the papal

legates at. 'J.'ltmt that it was not PhU1p, but the m1n1stera aJ¥i prelates 41'Ound
the Spanish thJtone, who made tuUer cooperation between Spa1n and the Holy See

part1cul.&l"l;y ditf1cult.

Because PhUip' s

~

tear ot f'UShing into blind

decisions forced him to rely on his counselors' adv.lce, he t-U prey to the
tdd.ms

am

prejW.1oes of the wry men fl"OrI whom he sought a wider and more

,balanced Viwof tb1l11s.

This 1s ver1f1ed in the tw
pages.

C01lJl'Gte

instances cd.ted 1n the foregoing

In the dispute about the rlght to propose matter for discuss10n in the

eouno1l, it was Varga. who strenuously fought to !'emOYe the pbrue
l.."H.1 from t.he opening decree, and it was the same ambassador who
the ~se tblt settled the conbo'V'81"8y'.

about the iSSUB in the

~;

"'1.bl.I

suggested

Ph1lip h1mself' was not concerned

but the repeated and ceaseless Hpresenta-

t10JlS of Vuogu f'1nal.ly ir.duced the king to devote his attent4.on to the problem

the settleaent t1nal.l.7 4gJ'8ed on was not really a solut.1.on and 1t 'mIX3' have
disappointed l?b1lip's aabasaador. but it cQlplete1y satisfied the Idng.
Pope had spoken and that was a big comsidCtNt1on tor PhU1p.

claim was his loyalty to the Holy See.

Hie one b1g

The
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The decree on episcopal residence i8 in itself an important inoident in
the history of the Council of Trent.

It also serves as an introduction to the

relations between the king of Spain and the Spanish hierarcb;y.

Remarkable is

the independence displayed by the Spanish prelates at Trent when they refused

to abide

by the king t s order, because it infringed on their conscience.

It

seems evident that the king's hold over the Spanish clergy was not as absolute
and iron-clad as it has been portrqed.

Much more can be written on this

topic, but, in keeping with the purpose of the thesis, attention has centered
on Philip.

The evidence shows that he was convinced of the divine origin ot

episcopal residence, but the more transcendental need not to obstruct the work

ot the Council

am

to work in union with the Holy Se., plus the financial de-

pendence of Spain on papal re.ouroes, led Philip to opt for a le.. intranSigent
attitude on the question.
'fhe diplomatio incident of the oontinuity ot the Council of Trent leads

to a like conclusion.

His ministers drummed into Philip's ears the need for a

formal statement of the complementary nature of the third phase ot the Council.
But Pius IV'II desire preva1led, beoause Philip II abhorred the idea of acting
in:iependentJ.y of the author! ty of the Apostolic See.

It is not too fa.r--fetched

to say that the king of Spain would have disregarded the threatened. dissolution
if continuation had been expressly stated.

After all, it was through him that

the Council had been convened, and it would be through him tha. t the Council
would reach its end.

But what led him to order his prelates to desist trom

furthfll" agitation was his desire to have them. in union with the Holy See.
Finally, the minor diplomatic exchange occasioned by the conclusion of
the Council illustrates vividly not only Philip's idea of the Councll of Trent,
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but &1.80 the way the Spanish ministers regarded the role of their king towards
the CouncU.

The Spanish king had clearly defined objectives tor the concUiar

as 8 ably , and he tried to dtiay the end of the Council because, in his mind,
those had not yet been attained.

Luna'. efforts to postpone the final oon-

cluding session were due to a leg1ti,mate desire to respect the on. person without whom the CouncU would not have "'en assembled in the tirst place.

And the

final eap1tul.aUon of Philip to the papal. insistence that the COuncil be olost)d

I

III

immed1atflly 18 particululy relevant because 1 t shows b1Jn once again bowing to
eircwnstance. beyond his control.

As king and protector of Chr1.st1an1ty, he

had his own plans a:nd a1mB, but he never forgot that there was One to whom he

owed his crown, one who could always thwart the temporal designs he had conceived, One who claimed his tirst loyalty even without the pl'Omiseci reward of
constant lJuoC)ess.

Ph1l1p

n

was a catholio king, ar.d this is the paradox that

even h. did not know how to solve.
I

I'

am

pol1t:t.oal crises

shoulch~rs

or

the sixteenth oentury', more blame has been laid on the

oJ: the Catholio ldng than he has deserved.

\un'8solved question of his rol., the d1 verse oUl".l"Gnts
throne m.ust be taken into considvation.

Aside from Ph:U1p's own

ot interest around his

".. h., perhaps, in the _mer of the

Greek tragic hero, the viQtS.m ot his own greatness?
"

lill!
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